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Editorial
The writing has been on the wall for some time. Journals in
this day and age are about to face massive change. This will
affect both the functions of the journal, as a means of
transmitting knowledge, and as a permanent record of the
progress of discovery.
Even as I took up the editorial cudgels seven years ago,
I could tap technology to pen these words on my
WYSIWYG document processor, add diagrams and pho
tographs in situ, and have it transmitted to editors, ref
erees, publishers and the typesetter.
But the article is still an article in the conventional sequen
tial sense, to be read from beginning to end, normally in its
printed periodic form. Pointers to further reading are refer
ences to libraries. But the competition is starting to move, and
the competition today is not just other journals, but new forms
of publication.
The ubiquitous tentacles of the Internet in the research
world, particularly in IT research, have made the latent poten
tial for electronics to usurp printing a reality. The ACJ could
be re-engineered to be published on a World-Wide Web
server at the ACS offices in Darlinghurst, and be accessed by
hundreds of millions of Internet Mosaic devotees instantane
ously at almost zero publication and distribution cost, and
without a 40 page per issue page limit. Resource discovery
tools could ensure that the contents page, and abstracts are
promoted to every netsurfer searching for material relevant to
the next wave of knowledge. Document standards will even
tually ensure that the content will be legible whatever presen
tation software the reader prefers.
Hypermedia makes the drudgery of following refer
ences almost a pleasure. The superhighway ACJ will
eventually be able to point at the sources of the Internet
versions of articles in other journals, books and other
material. It may even be possible the track down the
elusive “personal correspondence”.
In the future, will we need journals at all? Instead of
publishing the ACJ on the Web, the author can bypass the
journal and self-publish via their local server. The material
need not be static, but can be continually updated. It can be
worked over by groups of researchers from many different
places. Articles can become living documents, made widely
available in draft form, improved by previous unknowns until
the originator is satisfied with the result. We might even
adopt a spiral model of refereeing instead of the prevalent
waterfall approach.
Nor need the authors be restricted to what now fits on a
printed, or word-processed page. The living content can

incorporate audio annotations or passages, referees’ com
ments for example; it can include videos, virtual reality
sequences (I feel that some raw submissions to the ACJ
already do), experiments that can be conducted and amended
by the reader, code, experimental data, and, eventually, Aldous
Huxley’s feelies.
I have touched on the remaining function of the journal in
the information age, as a record of peer-reviewed achieve
ment. Publication in a journal is a permanent record. It
records recognition by the editor and the referees that it is a
serious contribution to knowledge in the field. The fact that
an article came from the ACJ server and not from the author’s
home PC records a pedigree. It confers recognition, and, in
the academic world of today, but possibly also the commer
cial world tomorrow, contributes towards career advance
ment. The professional refereed journal, whatever its future
form, will continue to serve an important function in the
advancement of knowledge.
This revolution in journal publication is of immense
potential importance to the ACJ and to the ACS. The ACJ,
with a little entrepreneurship, and with the right degree of
encouragement, can slip through a window of opportunity,
ajar today, to project itself into a world leadership position in
publication. The ACJ could become experimental, dada
even, as a journal of record. It could pursue Internet publica
tion with a vengeance, cutting its costs (and revenues) and
moving into hypermedia content, electronic indexing, and
associations with leading experimental libraries. It could
revamp its refereeing systems, aiming to work with authors
over a period of time to refine their good ideas into superla
tive publications.
This is probably the only way open for the ACJ to rank as
a major journal in the future. That future is bright. My time as
editor has been exciting, but nothing compared to this. My
thanks to all the people who have made it possible for me to
keep the ACJ running at all, but especially to Lois Fordham
who virtually ran the journal.
At the same time Chris Andrews is retiring as Associate
Editor for book reviews. Chris has been a great guy to work
with and has kept a lively book review column running at
such a pace that he had to innovate an electronic column to
publish reviews that couldn’t be printed for lack of pages.
Thanks Chris.
Plus ca change, plus c’est le meme chose. I wish I knew
where to find a French spell checker over the Internet. Vive
le ACJ!

Rob Cook
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An Architecture for
Client/Server
Application
Software
Inji Wijegunaratne
Michael Socic
Benedict Chow
Unit 1, 2 Park Street,
Glen Waverley, Victoria 3150

A considerable amount of interest has developed over the
last few years in client/server computing and its
applicability to commercial applications. However, most of
the published discussion has been confined to the technical
infrastructure — or alternative infrastructures — upon
which one can implement client/server software. Very little
has been said about the wider aspects of developing
systems and software given a client/server technical
infrastructure. This paper is an attempt to address these
application software issues. Specifically a model for the
structure of application software in a client/server
environment is proposed, covering areas such as the
organisation and scope of client and server software
components.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Client/server computing has engendered a considerable
degree of interest over the past few years. For example,
surveys quoted in Datamation (Datamation (1991)) indi
cate the interest that client/server computing has evoked in
North American companies, and the potential that the
respondents feel this technology offers. Products that
support client/server computing in conventional indus
trial, commercial, and business computing environments
are becoming increasingly popular.
Prima facie, it can be said that an “application” in a client/
server environment will differ in its structure and behaviour
from that in a traditional mainframe environment. For exam
ple, certain components of an application can now be imple
mented as clients, and other components as servers — how
does one define stable and maintainable client and server
components? In this paper, an architecture for client/server
applications generic to certain specific types of client/server
environments is proposed.
This paper is organised in the following manner: firstly, the
client/server landscape is explored, and the scope of relevance
to this paper is identified. Secondly, the architecture is pro
posed in three parts: the first is a model of client/server
software; the second is an organisational model; and the third
an application model. An example is then presented. Finally
some concluding remarks are made.
The authors were associated with the development of a
client/server product, DW++, by Unisys at the Australian
Centre for Unisys Software in Melbourne, Australia. The
material in this paper was developed by the authors in re
searching the nature of application software in client/server
computing environments. Some of the concepts discussed
here appear in Unisys (1993).

2 TYPES OF CLIENT/SERVER ENVIRONMENTS
The current client/server landscape is a complex and confus
ing one, characterised by products with a range of functional
ity, varying claims by vendors, and attempts in the literature
to bring a sense of order into the situation via frameworks,
classifications and definitions. In this section this territory is
explored, and the domain of interest to the subsequent discus
sion is identified.
Sinha (1992) makes a distinction between “PC server
centric” environments and client/servers systems: in the former
environment, networked PCs access PC-based file servers,
sharing applications, data, printers etc across the network. A
client/server system is more sophisticated than this — one or
more clients and one or more servers (along with the underly
ing operating system and interprocess communication sys
tems) form a composite system allowing distributed compu
tation, analysis and presentation.
— A client process interacts with the user, and presents the
user interface
— Multiple clients and multiple servers can exist within one
client/server system
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— A client process communicates with a server process via
queries or commands
— A server provides services to a client
— A server responds to queries or commands from the client;
does not initiate a conversation with a client
— Servers may communicate with each other to provide a
service to a client, but this (if it occurs) is done without the
knowledge of the client
Philipson (1993) discusses the models or frameworks of
client/server computing proposed by the Gartner Group and
Forrester Research, two leading IT industry analysis groups.
The GartnerGroup (Philipson (1993)) offers this definition of
client/server: “Client/server is the splitting of an application
into tasks that are performed on separate computers, one of
which is a programmable workstation (e.g. a PC)”. They
further divide the application into three components; data
management, application logic, and presentation. They then
classify different styles of client/server computing based upon
the split of these three components between client and server,
partitioned by the network (Figure 1).
Styles of Client/Server Computing: Gartner Group
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Figure 1: Gartner Group Framework: Styles of Client/Server Comput
ing (Philipson (1993)).

Forrester Research (Philipson (1993)) proposes the frame
work illustrated in Figure 2, which shows client/server com
puting in a continuum from single processors through client/
server to peer-to-peer network computing. Forrester defines
client/server as follows: “Client/Server computing is clients
(PCs, Macs, and UNIX workstations) and servers co-operat
ing to do a job.”
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These classifications have the following common charac
teristics:
— Client/server is presented as being distinct from file shar
ing or file server environments; in the latter, the entire file
is transferred, in the former only the data requested traverses
the network.
— The client and server roles are invariant over time, with the
client being responsible for all user interaction. There are
preferred platforms for implementing client software, e.g.
the GUI PC platform.
Robertson-Dunn (1993) argues that a client and server
relationship pertains to the nature of a single connection
between two (in a set of) co-operating processes. One module
—the client—acts as the requester and the other—the server
— as service provider. Once the service is provided, the
connection is broken. The module which was the server could
now request a service from another; playing the role of the
client in this interaction. Therefore, client and server roles are
interchangeable. By corollary, there are no preferred hard
ware platforms for client and for server modules.
This is a valid definition, but if used as the sole definition
would exclude many popular products and approaches in the
client/server arena. In our view, it is more useful to regard the
spectrum of claimed client/server functionality as a territory
containing many styles of client/server capability. One may
then identify parts of the terrain that are congruent with one’s
approach or product.
The consensus appears to exclude the solely file server
environments from the client/server landscape. Within the
region, products representative of the Gartner Group styles
(Figure 1) between and inclusive of “distributed presentation”
and “remote data management” cover a major part of the
client/server territory. The dynamic connection-based model
(Robertson-Dunn (1993)) represents another strand of client/
server capability — towards the right extreme of the “client/
server” area in the Forrester framework (Figure 2), tending to
the “peer-to-peer” area.
What domain is of interest to this paper? The Gartner
Group styles “distributed presentation” and “remote presenta
tion” are characterised by “screen scraping” or “facelifting”
products which aim to improve the presentation of a single
host application, and is not of interest. We focus on client/
server styles “distributed logic” and “remote data manage
ment”. The functionality in this area is very close to that
described by Sinha (1992) outlined earlier in this, section.

Peer to Peer

Figure 2: Forrester Research Model: Client/Server Continuum (Philipson
(1993)).

The architecture is presented in three parts — the client/server
model, the organisational model, and the application model.
The client/server model defines the structure of clients, serv
ers, and services. The organisational model provides a view of
the structure of the enterprise. Both these models underpin the
application model.
The architecture contains principles and concepts. Con
cepts are fundamental ideas in the domain of description;
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principles are rules or heuristics for using these concepts. The
major concepts of the architecture are presented in the client/
server and organisational models. The application model
consists of a set of principles that assume and use the concepts
provided in the first two models.
The first mention of each concept or description of each
principle is italicised.

3.1 Client/Server Model
The client/server model presented here is (a) implementable
using available products, and (b) provides a backdrop for, and
supports, the application model. Some of the representative
products are then described. This model introduces the major
concepts of client, server, database server, purpose-built
server, server function, and service. Their behaviour is de
fined in the following paragraphs.

The Model
The model addresses the client/server styles “distributed
logic” and “remote data management” of the Gartner frame
work (Figure 1), and conforms closely to the client/server
characteristics described in Sinha (1992). We begin with these
characteristics, expand on them, propose additional features,
and note any variances.
— A client software process interacts with the user, and
presents the user interface.
Client software can reside in a PC, or can be — say —
a UNIX process accessed via a workstation. In terms of the
Gartner Group classification (Philipson (1993)) of an ap
plication, the presentation plus part the application logic
component is contained in the client software. The follow
ing capabilities are present:
— Screens to support input of data and display of informa
tion
— Logic to support input and display of data, and naviga
tion from screen to screen in one or more prescribed
sequences
— Processing for local editing or other operations per
formed on entered data; simple processing on data
retrieved from the server
— Logic to support execution of requests to server(s) and
receipt of replies
— A server provides services to a client.
A server can contain data management capability (clas
sified as a database server, corresponding to “remote data
management” style of Gartner Group), or data manage
ment capability plus a part of the application logic (classi
fied as a purpose-built server corresponding to “distrib
uted logic” style of Gartner Group).
In the former case, the database server either has its own
data or provides a gateway (and possibly a command
translation facility) to a particular database on a host
computer. In the latter case, the purpose-built server will
typically contain data, data management capability, plus
purpose-built functions (that is, functions constructed to
32 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 26, No 2, MAY 1994

provide specific services to clients) which operate on the
data. These components are called server functions. A
server can have one or more server functions associated
with it.
Most products offering data management capability in
a client/server environment provide an SQL interface.
Client software modules communicate with the server via
SQL commands. Also, almost all relational databases
tailored for client/server operation provide the facility for
stored procedures and triggers (Smith (1992)). Stored
procedures are pre compiled sets of commands stored in
the server that can be invoked by the client using an
identifier (Vinzant (1990)). A stored procedure equates to
a server function in this model. Therefore in the majority of
cases, whether a server is a database server or a purposebuilt server is less a product characteristic and more an
application design decision.
There are other client/server products, which enable
server functions to be constructed on enterprise mainframes
machines using 3/4 GLs. Some of these environments have
a transaction management component that routes requests
and replies across the network.
— A server cannot span physical locations: a server cannot be
associated with more than one database or host.
Servers spanning physical locations may be possible
with the client/server computing style “Distributed Data
base” of the Gartner Group classification. However, the
application architecture proposed here only applies to the
distributed logic and remote data management styles in the
classification — we believe this to be broadly representa
tive of the capabilities offered by client/server products in
the marketplace.
— A client process communicates with a server process via
queries or commands.
A single command that is issued to a server from the
client software, plus the legitimate response (including any
error messages) taken together is termed a service. Con
ceptually, a service has a single request and a limited
number of allowable replies. At run time, the server re
sponds to a single request with one of the allowable replies.
Server functions are invoked by services. Specifically, one
server function is designed to respond to one and only one
service.
There is usually no technical requirement that binds a
particular service exclusively to a single client. The same
service can be executed from several instances of the same
client, or from different clients in the network. This poten
tial for service reuse has profound implications for the
design of servers and functions within servers, as will be
discussed in the application model.
The way in which the service is constructed shields the
client from the physical location of the server. Usually,
there is some logical identifier for a service, which is
resolved (by the client/server environment) to the appro
priate physical location in the network.
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Depending on the implementation, a service request
that a developer codes in client software can be a SQL
command, invocation of a stored procedure, or a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC: Andrade and Carges (1991), Unisys
(1992)), or RPC like call.
— A server responds to queries or commands from the client;
does not initiate a conversation with a client.
That is, server functions should be constructed to be
reactive: A server function should accept the service re
quest, perform the requested unit of work, and send the
reply; then remain idle until it receives the next request.
Two further attributes follow from this reactive nature of
servers:
Firstly, servers and/or server functions need not be
aware of the origin of requests — that is, which client is
calling them.
Secondly, servers and/or server functions can be con
structed such that they do not remember any information
from one request to another. That is, the unit of work that
is performed is in complete response to the request; once
the reply is transmitted the server function remains idle
until the next request is received. This provides the cleanest
interface between the client and server; but in some cir
cumstances, may not be appropriate. A common instance
where information needs to be retained between two re
quests is the read for update case. Here, the data that was
read needs to be reserved in some manner for the particular
client between the read operation and the update operation.
Therefore, in server construction, lack of state memory
should be a preferred, but not a mandatory, option.
Note that client/server environments usually restrict
servers to be reactive. Some do incorporate certain mecha
nisms for unsolicited messages to pass from the server
platform to the client platform (e.g., tpnotify and equiva
lents in derivatives of Tuxedo — see “Representative
Products’ below”), but these are typically used for system
messages, and not for implementing application logic.
— Multiple clients and multiple servers can exist within one
client/server system.
A server can respond to requests from several clients.
Where more than one client and one server resides in the
network, there is some mechanism to resolve the requests
to the correct server, and the replies to the correct client.
— Servers may communicate with each other to perform a
service to a client, but this (if it occurs) is done without the
knowledge of the client.
This feature listed by Sinha (1992) has limited applica
bility in the application architecture we propose.

Representative Products
There are three major strands of products whose capabilities
support this model.
Firstly, there are products such as SQL System from Gupta
Technologies, the Sybase set of products from Sybase Inc, and
Powerbuilder from Powersoft corporation. These products

enable PC-based client software to communicate with SQL
servers. Most of these products additionally enable clients to
invoke stored procedures in the server. Relatively complex
logic can now be implemented with stored procedures. Most
also have triggers that can be implemented at the server.
Products of this set are very popular with enterprises embark
ing on a client/server direction.
Products based on the open distributed on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) paradigm are the second major type. One
set is based on the Tuxedo System; a distributed on line
transaction processing system subscribing to the Distributed
Transaction Processing model (DTP) of X/Open, developed
by AT&T and now owned by UNIX International. Tuxedo
value added products are marketed by AT&T, Unisys, Bull,
Data General, ICL, and others. In addition, there are other
distributed OLTP products such as Top End by NCR (based
on the DTP model of X/Open) and Encina by Transarc
Corporation (based on Open Software Foundation’s DCE).
The original objective of open, distributed OLTP was to
provide fast, efficient and reliable transaction processing in a
UNIX environment. Client and server processes both resided
in UNIX environments, perhaps distributed across different
machines and locations. However, most products in this class
now (or in the near future) offer access to PC platforms, as well
as to proprietary transaction processing environments of main
frame hosts — such as CICS on IBM/370 architecture ma
chines. Furthermore, distributed OLTP products are now
being ported to environments such as DEC, Unisys A Series
and 2200, and so on. These developments will enable clients
to be built on PC platforms and servers to be constructed on
platforms other than UNIX.
The third group of products enable PC-based clients to
access the transaction processing environments of disparate
proprietary host environments without necessarily subscrib
ing to the open distributed OLTP paradigm. Open Server by
Sybase is an example. It can currently access IBM’s CICS
environment; access to IBM’s IMS/DC and other proprietary
TP monitors is under development (Sybase (1991)). Unisys’
DW++ is another, offering the client developer an RPC-like
syntax to access either individual transactions of legacy appli
cations or functions built (with 3/4 GLs) specifically for
client/server applications in Unisys and IBM environments.

3.2 Organisational Model
This model describes the organisation in terms of the follow
ing concepts: task, taskperformer, and organisational unit. It
is not claimed that this offers a complete view of the organi
sation. Organisations are complex entities; Perrow (1979),
Handy (1981), Greiner (1979), Perrow (1976) among others,
provide broad accounts of the different schools of thought on
organisations. The partial view offered here concentrates on
the way work is partitioned in organisations.
An organisation is physically arranged into organisational
units: divisions, departments, sections, and the like. Staff in
organisations are grouped into these organisational units.
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Staff in organisations are assigned work. To put more
formally, staff in organisational roles are assigned to tasks.
Organisational processes (Davenport (1993)) are accomplished
by staff carrying out these tasks.
— A task is an element of work consisting of a set of activities,
producing a deliverable that contributes to a business
process; and
— A task is performed by a person in a single organisational
role
For example, “Process Customer Order”, “Add General
Insurance Policy”, “Amend General Insurance Policy” and
“Open Cheque Account”, “Deposit into Cheque Account” are
all tasks in different types of business.
A single organisational role carries out a complete task.
For example, opening a savings account is done by one teller
from start to finish: the teller does not usually carry out half the
task and then pass it on to another person unless in exceptional
circumstances. In most enterprises, many people will carry
out different instances of the same task. On the other hand, a
single organisational role may have responsibility for more
than one task. For example, a bank teller may have responsi
bility for opening a savings account, depositing a customer’s
money into a savings account, withdrawing money from a
savings account on a customer’s behalf, closing a savings
account, and carrying a similar set of tasks against a cheque
account; furthermore, tellers in different branches of a bank
largely carry out different instances of the same collection of
tasks. Table 2 (Section 4) shows an example of one way in
which tasks can be organised to perform the order fulfilment
process in a manufacturing and trading firm.
A task is characterised as shown in Table 1.
The degree of structure in a task can vary between high and
low. That is, in more structured tasks, there is a defined
sequence in which the activities of the task should be per
formed. In less structured tasks, there is no such clearly
defined path; the task performer has a great deal of choice.

Tasks such as a bank teller making a withdrawal on behalf of
a customer fall into the former category; reading and answer
ing electronic mail, writing a report on a word processor, and
preparing a forecast of the company’s performance for the
coming year fall into the latter. Usually, tasks carried out by
operational level staff tend to be more structured and those
carried out at the tactical or strategic levels of the enterprise
tend to be less structured.
In what way s are tasks (and task performers) organised into
organisational units? Traditionally, organisational units have
followed functional lines, such as manufacturing, marketing,
sales, and finance. A relatively recent but increasingly popular
movement, Business Process Re-engineering, advocates
(among other things) a structure based primarily around
organisational processes (Davenport (1993), Hammer and
Champy (1993)). A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of
this paper.

3.3 Model of Client/Server Application Software
This model primarily consists a set of principles of software
structure. The model also introduces two concepts, proce
dure-oriented client software and object-oriented client soft

ware.
A long standing dilemma faced in commercial computing
is the business need for a quick response to changing business
requirements (Land (1982), Boddie (1987)), versus the main
frame data processing need for a stable environment. The
latter follows from the relative inflexibility of conventional
mainframe based systems (Land (1982)), and is evidenced by
symptoms such as the desire of DP staff for a set of “frozen”
requirements from which to base their systems design and
construction (Boddie (1987). One of the basic causes of the
less than satisfactory track record in systems development (for
example Land et al (1991)) appear to be the tension between
these conflicting needs . Solutions commonly proposed in
clude incremental development (Brooks (1986), Land (1982))

Table 1: Task Characteristics.

Component

Explanation

The task performer

The individual in an assigned role who carries out a task: eg the bank teller
opening a savings account.

The information required

The task performer needs certain information to carry out the task: the bank
teller needs the customer name, address, proof of identity etc to open the
account.

The activities and

Each task consists of activities; for some tasks these must be executed in a

procedures involved

defined sequence.

The task deliverables and

The task produces a deliverable a customer or another task performer will

their recipients

receive or act upon: after opening account, the teller provides the customer
with the account number and a passbook. Also, new computer based record is
created with account details.
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and rapid prototyping (Brooks (1986), Land (1982), Taylor &
Standish (1986)). However, an important determinant of the
success of these types of approaches appear to be the nature
and organisation of the target software. In prototyping, prob
lems tend to arise especially in the case of large commercial
systems, where PC-based tools and 4GLs can be used effec
tively in design, but tend to be inappropriate in implementa
tion (Lockett (1987)). For incremental development, there
needs to be a way in which the business requirements and the
software that meets them can be organised in modules that
make business as well as technical sense.
A client/server system offers a radically different way (from
traditional mainframe systems) to organise software: It can
contain several clients and several servers distributed across a
network. The presentation to, and interactions with the user are
handled by client software. Client software modules carry out
local processing, and initiate requests for work that are required
to be performed remotely. These requests are carried out by
servers and the results conveyed back to the requesting client.
Can one apportion the required system functionality into stable
and maintainable client and server software modules so that the
system can adapt rapidly to changing business needs and at the
same time provide a stable DP environment?
In a client/server system, PC-based client software plat
forms are conducive to rapid software development, contain
ing powerful and easy to use tools for handling presentation
and processing. Therefore, the client platform is suitable for
implementing the more changeable elements of the system,
and by corollary, the server for implementing the less change
able elements. In addition, modular client and server compo
nents of manageable size should be built, so that the effects of
change can be contained: requirements for change to a client
or a server should not ripple through to another server or
client. A client/server system designed on this basis should be
able to respond quickly to business needs for change on the
one hand, while providing a stable “back end” on the other.
Traditionally, function has been thought to be more sus
ceptible to change than data. For example Information Engi
neering (e.g. Finkelstein (1989)), a major information sys
tems development approach, uses a “data first” philosophy
because of this stability of data. Therefore;

The capability for business operations to be performed
should be implemented on the client, and the capabilityfor the
organisational data to be maintained implemented on the
server side.
Client Software
Client software can be partitioned into stable and maintain
able modules of manageable size in this way. One should
devise a way of partitioning work performed in organisations
into modular components; that is, components that (a) are of
manageable size, (b) are bounded, and (c) whose interactions
with other components are well defined. One should then
identify these components, and design client software mod
ules around each of these elements of work.

Furthermore, client software is responsible for all user
interactions, and is implemented on a single user environ
ment such as a PC or intelligent workstation. Therefore in
partitioning the work, one should identify elements of work
performed by a single individual, or more correctly, a single
organisational role — so that a client software module sup
ports a single user.
The task, as defined in the organisational model, fits these
criteria.

Therefore, client software should be designed so that a
single module of client software supports a user in carrying
out a single task. That is, client software should be task-based.
This should then be implemented so that the task performer
has access to the specific software module via his/her
workstation.
Within the bounds of supporting a single task, there are two
ways of approaching the design of client software.

For tasks that have a high degree ofstructure, the support
ing client software should be procedure-oriented.
For tasks that have a low degree ofstructure, the support
ing client software should be object-oriented.
In procedure-oriented client software, the procedures within
the task are explicit: the software leads the user through the
activity sequence that comprises the task. With procedureoriented software one can enforce the logical relationships
between the activities in the task and provide cues such as
navigation prompts relatively easily.
With object-oriented client software, for each task, the user
is given access to the functions of the objects associated with
the task. The “objects” here are the major groups of data
together with the functions associated with that data. These
functions define what can be done with the data. Here, any
sequence or procedure information is not made explicit. An
object-oriented client does not present an explicit procedure to
the user. Instead, it presents the functions that the user can
perform on the data items of interest.
In certain instances, some activities in a task may be less
structured, some more structured. Here, one needs to combine
elements of both approaches in the same task-based software
module.

Server Software
We discuss here the design and construction of purpose-built
servers; that is, where a server consists of data, data manage
ment capability, plus purpose-built application components.
As has been stated previously, most client/server database
products offer the functionality to implement part of the
application on the server side, and partitioning the application
into less and more stable elements for implementation respec
tively on the server and client side should provide a basis for
sound design.
What is “the data”? Often the relationships between the
data entities that is required by the organisation (or some
division) has been analysed and known to some extent, and
perhaps implemented to some degree in a database accessible
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to the client/server product. At the one extreme, it is possible
to lump all this together as one server. However, as a server
contains data plus processing on data, this approach will result
in a large and unwieldy server.

Therefore, data currently (or to be implemented) in a
single physical database should be grouped into smaller
chunks of data. Note that this is a conceptual exercise, and
does not alter the existing database design.
Related data should be grouped together in the following
manner.
— Each group contains data that is physically related. That is,
the data should reside in the same physical database, and be
linked in some manner: in a relational database, by key
fields; in a hierarchical database by being in the same
segment, etc.
— The data in a group is related in a business sense. That is,
the data entities must serve the business in a similar
manner: For instance, order header and order item, or stock
item and stock location, are related in a business sense.

Therefore, the data component of a server should contain
a group of data that is related both in a physical and business
sense.
The capability to manage the data broadly defines the
processing part of a server. How is this partitioned into server
functions? To use the Entity-Relationship modelling
(Finkelstein (1989)) terminology, the selected group of data
contains one or more entities, each with some number of
attributes. The essential capabilities are adding, updating, and
deleting each attribute of data. Thus the design decisions
generally revolve around what data items (of the server) to
include and what to exclude in a particular inquiry, update, or
processing function; and what — if any — safeguards are
needed to preserve the integrity of the server’s data.
A server, via its server functions, provides services to
clients. As any number of clients and servers can exist in a
client/server system, requests for a specific service can origi
nate from different instances of the same client or from
different instances of different clients. The development im
plication of this behaviour is that services should be designed
to be reusable. If one of the many different clients using a
service now have a slightly different requirement from it, the
server function cannot be changed, as the other clients still
require the same service. Thus a reusable server function,
once built, is very difficult to change. It is imperative therefore
that a server function is designed to satisfy not only the current
requirement of a specific client for the service, but also the
range of similar requirements for that service from the per
spective of the enterprise as a whole. (An object oriented
approach can benefit server development — see Section 3.4).
In the design of server functions, reusability plus several
other design criteria need to be balanced. These are as follows.
The “Designing Server Functions” part of Section 4 illustrates
the use of these criteria.

— The immediate requirements ofthe particular application
must be satisfied.
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For example, the application under development has a
task “Process Customer Order” that requires a “Get Cus
tomer Balance” service.

— Opportunitiesfor reuse must be examined by looking into
other business andfuture needs of the enterprise.
For example, staff in the credit control department and
the staff in the sales department also read and use customer
financial details. These staff are additionally interested in
the customer credit limit and credit rating. Therefore, a
general “Read Financial Details” service has the potential
for reuse.

—Efficiency of the server function and the service must be
considered.
Information carried by the services traverse the net
work. The volume of the information carried therefore can
have a critical impact on performance. If there is limited
capacity in some part of the network, services carrying
large volumes of data can easily degrade performance.

—Access and security requirements must be satisfied espe
cially for sensitive operations.
Decoupling the application into components in differ
ent physical platforms and locations that talk to each other
across a network pose a new set of security and access
concerns. One needs to examine the security safeguards
offered by the environment, perhaps incorporate some
additional safeguards at application level, and design the
server functions accordingly.

—Data integrity must be preserved.
In partitioning a collection of data entities into servers,
entities that are very closely related are grouped. However,
the enterprise business rules will invariably create subtle
relationships between entities that fall into different serv
ers. Because of the distributed environment, some of these
relationships could be between entities that reside in differ
ent physical databases. In operating on data, these relation
ships need to be preserved.
For example, one can only delete a customer (server:
customer) after ensuring that there are no outstanding
invoices (server: orders) againstthat customer. The process
ing for checking this type of integrity may be implemented
either at the client or the server — before executing the
delete service, the client software could check the orders
server with an inquiry service. As an additional safeguard,
the delete service can contain a flag indicating no outstand
ing invoices; verified by the customer server before com
mencing the delete operation. Alternatively the rule may be
implemented at the server, using a trigger. The trigger
checks the orders data before the deletion of the customer
data (A trigger used in this manner is an example of
communication between servers without knowledge of the
client (Section 3.1). With triggers, such communication is
possible within one physical database; that is where the
data of the servers concerned reside in the same physical
database.). A third way, possible in some environments, is
the use of a distributed (or global) transaction — this is
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beyond the scope of this paper (see “Issues and Restric
tions” below).

— Completeness of the server must be ensured.
That is firstly, all operations on the data belonging to the
server should be catered for. For each field in this group of
data, server functions providing add, delete, update opera
tions must exist.
Secondly, a server needs to be complete in a business
sense. That is, all operations on the data belonging to the
server represent the enterprise business requirements. This
condition should be satisfied if the server functions are
designed as recommended here.
Currently, client/server environments where PC-based cli
ent software communicate with SQL servers are the most
common. In these environments, the developer has the option
of implementing a unit of work required in the server either as
an SQL command embedded in the client software or as a
stored procedure (server function) on the server. The follow
ing guidelines are recommended: All update functions should
be implemented as server functions. Queries with potential for
reuse should also be implemented as server functions. The
developer has the option to implement other queries either on
the client or the server. Note that there can be queries that use
entities in one physical database, but span servers as the
designer partitioned them. Implementing these queries at the
client breaks the encapsulation of servers. However, provided
no update of data takes place, this does not matter. To preserve
data integrity though, all updates of data and queries that
subsequently result in updates should not span servers.

Issues and Restrictions
The server design discussion centred on servers operating on
databases. A client may additionally require remote services
such as initiating a batch process, executing a mathematical
model, printing, and so on. In the former two cases, a server
function (or a single function server) can be designed that
interfaces at the host with the batch process or the mathemati
cal model. In printing, a client can interact with a LAN based
print server; or a host based print process may be invoked via
a purpose-built server function.
The model treats units of work as seen by clients and as
seen by servers identically, and uses the term service to refer
to either. However, with certain products the unit of work as
seen by the client (termed a global transaction) can include
several services provided by one or more servers. In executing
a global transaction, a transaction management component
co-ordinates activities, so that say three access/update opera
tions on three databases can be performed in a given sequence
within one transaction. In the case of some problem, the
databases can be rolled back under the transaction manager’s
control. Note that the elements of client and server design as
described here can still apply where a transaction encom
passes several services. The server functions can be designed
as described here, each corresponding to a service. Then, one
or more services may be incorporated into a global transac

tion, based on the needs of task-based client software. There
is scope here to extend this architecture by devising some
principles for combining services to construct global transac
tions.
Some environments offer an alternative where once a
connection is established between the client and the server,
several request/response type interactions can take place
(connection oriented processing (Andrade and Carges (1991),
conversational mode (Unisys (1992)). Note that even if a
conversational type connection is possible between client and
server, the server functions can be designed in the manner
described in Section 3.3. The required server functions can
then be invoked in the appropriate sequence once the connec
tion is established.

3.4 Discussion
The application architecture described in this section is dis
tinctive: A client/server system comprises task-based client
software (perhaps running on PCs), plus data centric servers
running on a variety of platforms. The clients and servers are
distributed across a network. Clients communicate with serv
ers via services. One physical database can contain one or
more servers, but a single server cannot span physical databases.
This structure (Figures 5 & 6) is radically different to that of
traditional mainframe applications (Figure 7).
Instead of having access to all the applications used, the
user can now have access to the tasks performed (client/server
infrastructure software permitting). A user’s computer inter
face can be designed to show only the tasks he or she performs;
as opposed to routinely seeing and navigating through func
tions he or she never uses. For example, the order entry clerk’s
(GUI) PC shows an icon for the order entry task and an icon
for the company’s internal mail.
What now is the “application”? Each client and server
software module is modular enough to be maintained inde
pendently. Nevertheless, the group of components that sup
ports some business objective can be called “the application”
or “the business solution” for administrative convenience.
Such a grouping will generally consist of a whole number of
task-based client software modules, plus the servers provid
ing the services these tasks need. With this definition how
ever, it is quite possible for a server to be shared among several
applications.
How does the designer identify enterprise wide require
ments for the server functions when the requirement specifi
cation is usually confined to a particular business problem or
area? As this technology matures, it is possible to envisage
enterprise wide analyses (as perhaps an extension to enter
prise data modelling — Martin and Leben (1989), Finkelstein
(1989)) where general reusable functions are identified. In the
interim, once the designer makes a first attempt at the server
functions, a quick second requirements analysis exercise can
be undertaken targeting only the areas of the enterprise that
could potentially use these server functions. Based on the
feedback, the design can be refined. Furthermore, when a
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server is first designed, all its essential server functions should
be identified and designed. Integrity issues permitting, only
the server functions that are immediately required need be
built. Subsequently, new organisational needs will result in
the design of new client software. In general, these new clients
will require the reuse of some server functions already imple
mented, the use of some server functions designed but not yet
implemented, and the use of some server functions that cannot
be provided by existing servers.
Purpose-built servers are object-like in certain respects.
Discussions of objects based on different object implementation
languages and environments (Buzzard andMudge (1985), Meyer
(1989), Gibson and Lynch (1989)) emphasise different charac
teristics of objects. Nevertheless, most agree on then- major
features: an object is an encapsulation of attributes and services,
having the properties of classification and inheritance and the
ability to communicate via messages — Coad and Yourdon
(1990), Robson (1987). Purpose-built servers satisfy some ele
ments of this definition: servers contain data and server func
tions that operate on that data, and the ability to communicate
with messages. Concepts of class and inheritance of properties
is not essential to server design; but could be incorporated if
desired. The notion of reuse (of server functions) also sits well

with object-orientation. Therefore, the object paradigm is an
attractive option for server development.

4 EXAMPLE
Widget Superior Company manufactures and sells Widgets.
The tasks that staff in this company perform between taking an
order from a customer and shipping that order and accepting
payment are listed in Table 2. The requirement is to develop a
client/server system that serves this area of the business.

Client Software Design
Once the tasks are identified as they are currently performed,
there is a choice of (a) redesigning the work in the area of interest
into a different set of tasks, (b) redesigning the work within each
task, or (c) a combination of both. A client software module to
support each task can then be designed. This process should
yield the services that are required for the application. Some of
these may be available, some may need new servers to provide
them. Once all the servers are implemented the services are
available, and the client software development can be completed
using the principles described in Section 3.3.
For the purposes of this example, assume that there is no
substantial redesign of the tasks.

Table 2: Tasks in the Order Fulfilment Process.

Task

Performed by

Organisational Unit (Function)

Enter order

Order entry clerk

Sales (Marketing & Sales)

Allocate orders to stock in hand

Order allocation clerk

Finished goods distribution
(Distribution)

Allocate back orders

Order allocation clerk

Finished goods distribution
(Distribution)

Enter Manufacturing request
(goods not in stock)

Order allocation clerk

Finished goods distribution
(Distribution)

Schedule manufacturing run

Manufacturing Scheduler

Manufacturing planning
(Manufacturing)

Manufacture goods

Operator

Manufacturing operations
(Manufacturing)

Dispatch finished goods to
warehouse

Finished goods dispatch clerk

Manufacturing operations
(Manufacturing)

Receive finished goods

Warehouse clerk

Warehouse (Distribution)

Schedule vehicles

Vehicle supervisor

Logistics (Distribution)

Consign allocated orders to
vehicles

Warehouse clerk

Warehouse (Distribution)

Pick and load consignments

Storeman

Warehouse (Distribution)

Deliver goods

Driver

Logistics (Distribution)

Produce invoice

Accounts receivable clerk

Accounts receivable (Finance)

Accept payment

Accounts receivable clerk

Accounts receivable (Finance)
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Server Design
Grouping Data
Figure 3 shows an Entity Relationship model of a part of the
business area of interest.
The Customer entity contains customer information. The
Order Header entity contains order information such as the
customer id, the delivery address, and the date required. One
customer may have many orders. Each Order Header has one
or more Order Item entities, one for each item ordered,
containing the stock item chosen and the quantity required.
The Stock Item entity contains type and quantity of a stock
item, its unit price, etc. One stock item may appear in many
order items. The Stock Location entity contains warehouse
name and details where a stock item exists. One stock
location may contain many items, but one stock item is in one
location only.
Servers are built around the following groups of data.
— Server: Customer. The Customer entity is earmarked for
the server “Customer”.
— Server: Order. The entities Order Item and Order Header
are grouped together for the server “Order”.
— Server: Stock. The entities Stock Item and Stock Location
are grouped together for the server “Stock”.
In servers Order and Stock, the constituent entities are
linked in a business sense. Further, they are physically linked.
Notice, however, that the entities Stock Item and the Order
Item are linked by a key. However, the stock and order items
were not grouped as one server, since stock and orders serve
the business in different ways. The fact that two entities are
linked does not in itself make it necessary that they be included
in one server.
Stock
Location

Customer

Order
Header

Stock
Item

Order
Item
Figure 3: An example of a collection of data from which servers are to be
designed.

Designing Server Functions
Figure 4 shows a server — Customer — containing server
functions.
— Reading the credit balance, the credit limit, and the credit
rating have all been consolidated into one server func
tion—Read Financial Details.

Most task performers requiring financial details want
only one of the three items. However, The client/server
product enables editing out fields in a service when incor
porating it into a client software module and the designer
felt that this ability was sufficient for preserving security.
Now, the client software for one task displays only the
credit balance, another the credit limit, and another the
credit rating, although all three clients use the same service.
Here, reusability has been balanced against security.
Unwanted fields, which are present in a service for a
particular client, involve a relatively small overhead: for a
task needing the credit balance, the other two data items
carry an overhead of only twelve characters. Thus effi
ciency (in terms of the communications message length)
has been considered when generalising the server function
for reuse.
— The read function for the customer file is split into two
server functions: one to read personal details, and the other
to read financial details.
Staff needing financial details are different from those
requiring personal details. Personal data occupies 200
characters; carrying this additional data would incur sig
nificant access time and network resource overheads (note
the contrast to consolidating all the financial read informa
tion). Here, efficiency has been considered in generalising
for reuse.
— Reading financial details is done by a single server func
tion, whereas updating is divided amongst four different
server functions; Update Last Payment Details, Adjust
Credit Limit, Adjust Credit Balance, and Adjust Credit
Rating.
The four functions are performed in response to differ
ent events that often occur at different times by different
task performers. Each is considered a sensitive operation
needing individual safeguards. Hence, individual server
functions are designed for each situation. Here, the inter
ests of security, and to a lesser extent runtime efficiency
has weighted against those of reuse.
— Safeguards are built for the server functions for updating
payments and for deleting existing customers.
Normally, the credit balance field in the database is
updated indirectly through the Update Last Payments
server function. Occasionally a customer’s credit balance
needs to be adjusted directly using the Adjust Credit
Balance server function — a sensitive operation. The
server function requires a code to be sent indicating that the
user has authorisation.
The delete customer function has a safeguard to ensure
that no outstanding orders and invoices exist against the
customer to be deleted. The server function requires a flag
to this effect to be set in the incoming service request.
Here, the issue of protecting the data belonging to the
server and that of other servers has been considered.
— The server is complete.
Figure 4 shows the complete “Customer” server. All
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Read
Customer
Personal

Summarise
Customer
Account

Details

Balances

Update
Customer
Personal
Details

Delete
Customer'
Record

Insert
New
Customer

Read
Customer
Financial

Update
Last
Payment

Record

Details

Details

credit

Customer

Archive
Customer
Records

Adjust

tree-like menu structure) as illustrated in Figure 7. The manu
facturing, distribution and finance applications support the
old organisational functions and the 14 tasks. Requirements
for the new tasks span all applications in a manner that
strongly suggests complete redevelopment (client/server com
puting as an enabler of Business Process Re-engineering is
discussed in Wijegunaratne (1994)).

Credit

Credit
Rating

Nsw Tasks

Server Functions
Server: Customer

Figure 4: Server: Customer.

operations in data sense are catered for. Storage operations
(insert, delete, update) for all data items exist. In a business
sense, the operations on the data items have been designed
to cater for the business requirements of the enterprise.
Figure 5 shows the form of the new client/server system.
Essentially, the five servers provide services to the 14 taskbased client software modules. To illustrate the flexibility of
the application software architecture, imagine that sometime
after implementing this system, there is a Business Process
Re-engineering exercise (see for example Hammer & Champy
(1993)). A case management approach is used and the work of
the 14 tasks reorganised into just 3 new ones. Because of the
way the server functions are designed, we contend that even
the effects of this kind of major disruption can be confined
largely to client software. It should be possible, as illustrated
in Figure 6, to develop a set of three client software modules
each supporting a new task. The disruption to the servers will
be relatively minor; the new tasks drawing substantially upon
the existing set of services. Contrast this with a set of tradi
tional mainframe applications (a set of screens bound by a

Server:
Customer

Server:
Orders

Server:
Production Runs

Server:

Server:
Vehicles

Figure 6: Redesigned Tasks — Client/Server Implementation.
New Tasks

Screens
Used in
New Tasks

Sales
Applcalton
DEC

Manufacturing
AppBcation
IBM

Finance
Application
Unisys

New Computer Based Functions

Figure 7: Redesigned Tasks with Traditional Systems.

5 CONCLUSION

Inventory

Figure 5: Client/Server Implementation of the Current System.
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A basic objective of the proposed application architecture was
to create a structure that can at the same time rapidly respond
to changing business requirements and provide a stable “back
end” data processing environment. We believe that proposed
structure achieves this objective. Client software was parti
tioned to support tasks: basic elements of work that keep the
organisational processes flowing. If the tasks change, client
software can be changed rapidly, most client development
environments containing tools to facilitate this. In most in
stances, these changes can be contained to client software. In
designing servers, a related group of data plus modular and
reusable functions operating on that data were encapsulated.
The server organisation is manageable because the functions
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are modular; stable because of the functions have a data
centric perspective, and because they are reusable.
The architecture provides a way of designing individual
client/server systems. It also represents a way of defining a
high level enterprise wide data and process structure.
The overview of representative products in Section 3.1
illustrates that this architecture is practical: products that are
currently available and are popular support the client/server
model proposed in this paper.
With some planning, it is possible to control the costs
of migrating to a client/server application environment.
The major source of disruption and cost is usually that of
migrating the data and functions into new server plat
forms. This cost can be controlled by choosing the right
product or product mix. For example, there are client/
server products that offer access to some of the major hostbased databases, enabling the enterprise to preserve the
existing organisation of data in the corporate databases.
Also, using the right product mix and depending on the
currently used databases, it will be possible to develop
server functions either using 3GLs or 4GLs or as stored
procedures. Moreover, with products such as Unisys’
DW++, functions in existing applications can be made to
appear as server functions. Therefore, any necessary mi
gration of data and function to new platforms can be
controlled and made at an appropriate pace.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The most sound way to improve software quality is to use
formal specifications. Specifications can form an effective
means of communication between the various groups in
volved in the construction of the software system. It can be
used as a contract between users and developers or as ex
change of information between the designer and the imple
mentor. As correctness is an important aspect of software
quality, it is important to support validation or verification of
specifications against requirements. As requirements are of
ten implicit, an environment which aids the testing of the
specifications as they are being developed against tacit re
quirements is essential. The principal advantage of formal
verification over validation or simulation techniques is that
verification is complete. That is, all behaviours of a verified
system will be as specified.
If formal methods are to be used by a system developer, it
is important that the notation and its associated meaning be
simple to understand. Furthermore tools associated with the
notation must be simple to use. If the notation can be used for
a variety of specifications, the benefits of learning and using
the notation will be better received. See Plat et al, 1992 for a
detailed discussion. We believe that CCS (Milner, 1989) and
the concurrency workbench (Cleaveland et al, 1989;
Cleaveland et al, 1993) are reasonable choices when develop
ing embedded software.
With the increase in complexity of embedded systems, the
issue of safety is crucial (Leveson, 1991). Verification of
embedded systems is important as a majority of these are used
in critical environments such as manned space programs. Due
to engineering and cost limitations many of these systems face
resource constraints. Based on the assumptions about the
availability of resources and their expected usage, a number of
scheduling algorithms have been considered (Cheng et al,
1988). This implies that scheduling, or how to use the re
sources so as to meet the requirements is an important aspect
of embedded systems.
Usually these scheduling algorithms are specified
procedurally, i.e., presented as an algorithm. In this paper we
show how the effect of scheduling algorithms can be specified
logically. We show how the modal-^u calculus (Stirling, 1989a)
can be used to describe the effect of schedulers. We do not
restrict our attention to the requirements of any particular
system; rather we show how some well known schedulers can
be specified. In this paper we focus only on uniprocessor
scheduling.
As schedulers usually operate on a set of tasks, it is
necessary to define a task model (Mok, 1984b). Process
formalisms such as ACP (Bergstra and Klop, 1988), CCS
(Milner, 1989),CSP(Hoare, 1985) are tools for describingthe
behaviour of concurrent systems. They provide a set of basic
operators which are used to construct larger systems from
smaller ones. Even though these are formal tools, the specifi
cations tend to be quite concrete. Modal logic is used to
specify the properties that concurrent systems are required to
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satisfy. Process formalisms and modal logic together consist
of an environment where the structure of systems and their
properties can be studied.
The modal-/i calculus has been used in the specification
and verification of concurrent systems (Stirling, 1989b,
Bradfield and Stirling, 1990). An automatic tool, the
Concurrency Work Bench (CWB) (Cleaveland et al, 1989,
Cleaveland et al., 1993), can be used to verify that a given
system (expressed in CCS (Milner, 1989)) satisfies a given
modal-/! formula. To illustrate our ideas we express processes
in CCS and use the CWB to verify certain systems. It must be
emphasised that we are considering a semantic approach to
scheduling and do not discuss how schedulers can be con
structed. Mechanical synthesis of a scheduler from its logical
specification is possible following the technique described in
(Manna and Wolper, 1984).
A brief outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section
we present a brief overview of CCS, the modal-/! calculus and
the CWB and a small example. Section 3 describes the modal
characterisation of a few schedulers. In section 4 we present
a few examples of the verification carried out using the CWB.

2 CCS, MODAL LOGIC AND CWB
In CCS, processes are constructed from a basic set of actions and
a constant process nil' using the combinators
T, *+’, ‘V,
relabelling and recursion. The basic set of actions consists of
complementary elements which are ‘combined’ to form the
internal action t. Operationally processes exhibit actions and
processes are identified (semantically) by the set of actions they
can exhibit. A formal operational semantics and various seman
tic relations induced by it is described in (Milner, 1989). The
process nil represents a terminated process and cannot exhibit
any action. a-P is a process that can exhibit a and then behave as
P. The combinator I denotes parallel composition and represents
asynchronous behaviour. The combinator “+’ represents nondeterministic choice. P\H, where H is a set of actions behaves as
P except that actions in H cannot be exhibited and is used to force
communication. Relabelling changes the names of actions to
new actions and is useful in reusing a process definition.
Recursion is used to define cyclic behaviour.
The modal-/!-calculus has two action indexed modalities
indicating which actions are possible ((/!), (-/!), (-)) and which
actions are necessary ([/!], [-/!],[-]). The usual logical connec
tives of negation (—i), conjunction (& or a) and disjunction
(I or v) along with fixed point operators (max and min) to
define cyclic properties are also available.
A notion of satisfaction of a formula is defined with
respect to a process as follows. A process P satisfies </!>tp if
it can exhibit an /r and evolve to a process that satisfies (p. If
there are many choices of an /! move, we require that at least
move is the right one. Hence it is an existence requirement.
A process P satisfies (-/t)(p if it can exhibit an action different
from /! and evolve to a process that satisfies cp. A process
'Note though that 0 is preferred to nil we use nil to be consistent with version
6.0 of the CWB

satisfies (-)cp if it can exhibit any action and evolve to a
process satisfying (p.
The formula [/!]tp is satisfied by processes which for every
/! move will necessarily evolve in to a process which satisfies
cp. That is, if multiple choices of /! moves are possible, each
and every move must result in a process satisfying <p. The
formula [-/!]cp is satisfied by processes which for every action
other than /! will necessarily evolve in a process which
satisfies tp. A process satisfies [-](p if for all actions it can
exhibit it evolves to a process that satisfies <p.
In both the modalities, the action can be replaced by a set
of actions, in which case the interpretation is generalised to
elements of the specified set. Thus (S)<p states that any action
in S can be exhibited which results in a process which satisfies
tp while [S](p requires every action in S to result in a state
satisfying (p.
There are two fixed point operators; minimal and maximal
(Larsen, 1988). The minimal fixed point represents an infinite
disjunction while the maximal fixed point represents an infi
nite conjunction. Intuitively, the minimal fixed point can be
interpreted as a liveness property. If, for example, the propo
sition (P0 or Pt or... or P„...) were satisfied in the nth step, then
we can assume that P0 to P„., were not satisfied. Therefore, for
the property to be satisfied, there should be some n such that
Pn is true. By a similar argument the maximal fixed point can
be interpreted to be a safety requirement as a proposition of the
form (P0 and P, and ... and P„...) to be satisfied all of P, must
be satisfied.
The CWB is a tool which helps in the verification of
properties of concurrent systems expressed in CCS. The
command bi binds an identifier to a process and can be used
to define recursive processes. The command bpi binds an
identifier to a modal proposition. The command bmi binds an
identifier to a modal macro which can be instantiated to modal
propositions. Once processes and formulae are defined, the
CWB can perform model checking i.e., a process satisfies a
given formula (cp) and if a process is less than in the trace
preorder (maypre) to another.
The reader is referred to (Milner, 1989, Stirling, 1989a,
Cleaveland et al, 1989) for more formal details. In the next part
we present a small example illustrating some of the principles
and features of CCS and the CWB.

2.1 Example
Here we consider the specification of a vending machine
similar to the one described in (Hoare, 1985, Milner,
1989). A vending machine sells a small and a large type of
chocolate. The small chocolate costs 10 cents while the
large one costs 20 cents. The large one can be selected by
inserting two 10 cent coins or a 20 cent coin. The small one
can be selected by inserting a 10 cent coin or a 20 cent coin
in which case the vending machine will return the change.
If two 10 cents are inserted the small chocolate cannot be
selected. The specification of this system in the CWB
syntax is given below.
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bi Vending
i10.V1 + i20.V2
bi V1
i10.V2’ + small.’give_small. Vending
bi V2’
big,’give_big. Vending
bi V2
big.’give_big.Vending + small.Change
bi Change
‘give_small.’give_change. Vending
The actions i10 and 120 represent the insertion of the two
types of coins, small and big represent the selection of the
type of chocolate while ’give_small, ’give_big and
’give_change represent the output actions of the vending
machine.
The testing of the above specification using the modal-/i
calculus can be achieved as illustrated below.

bpi Canchange
<i20xsmall>Eventuallychange
bpi Eventuallychange
min(X. <’give_change>T I [-]X)
bpi Mustchange
[i20]Eventuallychange
bpi SCanchange
<i 10>Eventuaiiychange
bpi SNochange
<i10>Nochange
bpi Nochange
max(X. [’give_change]F & [-i20]X)
bpi BNochange
<i20>Nochange
The formula Canchange states that after the actions i20
and small, change (the action ’give_change) must be ob
tained. The ‘must’ aspect of the formula is specified by the
minimal fixed point. This is satisfied by the process Vending.
The formula Mustchange requires that change must always
be given after the action i20 which is clearly false as the user
can select big in which case no change will be yielded. The
formula SCanchange requires that after i10 one can get
change which is clearly not possible (as Vending evolves to
V2’ on two i10’s). The fact that it is impossible to obtain
change after an i10 is specified by SNochange. We use the
maximal fixed point to specify this (Nochange). As Vending
is an iterative process, care must be taken to ensure that
’give_change occurs in the same iteration as relevant i10.
However, as long as i10’s are inserted no change is given.
Hence we use the actions i20 to identify the start of the an
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iteration of the vending machine where it may be possible to
obtain change. The formula BNochange requires that it be
not possible to obtain change after i20 which is not satisfied
by Vending.
This concludes our brief introduction to CCS and the
CWB.

3 SPECIFICATION OF SCHEDULERS
In this section, we describe the effect of schedulers using the
modal-/i-calculus. As schedulers operate on a set of tasks, one
needs a model of tasks. CCS processes are the natural choice
for tasks. As CCS does not support named process, CCS
processes cannot be directly identified by observing its behav
iour. For example, if a system consists of processes P, and P2,
by observing the actions of the system, one cannot always map
processes to the actions. For example if ?! is p,vjj,2-nil and P2
is fi,-fly nil the exhibition of yU, does not tell the observer which
process contributed to the behaviour.
However, if the set of actions that Pi can exhibit is guaranteed
to be different from the set of actions P2 can exhibit, the mapping
is possible. Therefore, we assume that the set of actions is
partitioned such that each process P, can exhibit actions indexed
by i. We will assume that P, exhibits actions of the form /i,. This
can be achieved by an appropriate relabelling of actions. As we
are interested in the behaviour of schedulers and not in what the
process achieves, the exact actions exhibited by processes is
irrelevant. For the purposes of this paper we also assume that the
processes are independent, i.e., do not compete for any shared
resources other than the processor.
In this paper we discuss the following types of schedulers:
1 first-come-first served
2 non-preemptive
3 round-robin
4 priority based and
5 imprecise computation schedulers.
Furthermore, we consider a fixed set of processes
{Pi, ... P„} which composed using the parallel combinator
forms the basis for the study of schedulers.

3.1 FCFS
First come first served (FCFS) is a scheduler that schedules
processes in order of arrival time. This requires that a notion
of arrival time be associated with a process. While we can use
a timed extension of CCS (Moller and Tofts, 1990), which is
supported by the CWB, to indicate arrival time, the opera
tional semantics assumes maximal progress and thus has an in
built scheduler. We use the definition in (Krishnan, 1991),
which is not supported by the CWB, where a global notion of
time is assumed. Assume that a process can indicate it is idle
via a special action 8. If P is a CCS process, we could use (t)P
to indicate that P arrives at time t. The process (t)P will exhibit
18 actions before behaving as P. It is also possible to use CCS
and use a special action to model idling. Towards specifying
FCFS, we assume a set of tasks P, such that P, idles for r, for
some natural
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The first property of a system using FCFS is that, if a
process is ready at a given time, the processor will not be idle.
This is because if a process has arrived, either it is the first
process or there is a process already executing. In either case
the processor cannot be idle. This property can be expressed
as follows

The first specification considers a system that consists of
tasks which terminate. If task P; is started, the system contin
ues to exhibit u, until it is no longer possible to do so. The
system then schedules another task. This can be specified as
follows.

NP(S,7) = (Ai6j [rt)Fin,<5— {i},Tu {()))
max(X. (v,e {i..„)(/i,)True => [8]FaIse)

a

[-]X)

The above formula specifies a liveness requirement, i.e., if
a process can exhibit an action, processor cannot be idle. We
use the maximal fixed point to indicate that the property must
be satisfied at all times during the execution of the system. The
above requirement does not specify the principal property of
the FCFS scheduler. Towards specifying the FCFS property,
define a modal abbreviation O,, derived from the next opera
tor (Kroger, 1987), such that a process P satisfies 0,(p iff P can
idle for t time units and evolve to a process that satisfies <p. The
semantics of the modality is defined as follows.

(P 1= tp) iff (P 1= Oo<P)
(P -» P' and P' b 0,.,<p) iff P b 0,<p

Using this modality the FCFS requirement can be specified
as follows. We assume that the system Sys is the result of
applying the FCFS scheduler to the parallel composition of
processes P, to P„, i.e., Sys = TFcra(P, I ... P„) where TFcra
expresses the transformation of the given process under the
FCFS algorithm.

If P; b O^jU^True and P,- b 0,,+iTrue then
Sys b max(X. «jd)True

a

<-^)X))

The above condition is true for all processes in the system and
represents the safety condition, i.e., if a process arrives later, it
cannot exhibit an action before the process which arrived earlier.
Thus both the properties ensure that FCFS is exhibited. The
above specification does not require P, to finish before P,. It only
states that P; is scheduled, and hence exhibits at least one action,
before P, . A requirement ofP; finishing before P, can be achieved
by non-preemptive scheduling which is considered next.

3.2 Non-preemptive Scheduling
In non-preemptive execution two cases can be considered. In
the first case a task once scheduled for execution, continues to
execute till it terminates. In the second case the process on
reaching a particular state willingly gives up the processor.
We consider the non-preemptive scheduling of both the types
of task behaviours.

a

(Adrift-False)

Fin,(5,7) = min(X. «ft)X a;s r [-ft]False ) v ([ftJFalse a NP(S,T)))

The specification NP(S,T) describes the behaviour of tasks
which are scheduled using the non-preemptive algorithm. S
represents the set of tasks to be scheduled while T represents
the set of tasks which have terminated. If a task P, (/ belongs
to S) is activated, it is finished (which is specified by Fin,)
following which the algorithm is applied to the remaining set
of tasks.
We now consider tasks which do not terminate. For the
sake of simplicity we assume that every task in the system can
exhibit infinite behaviour. Towards specifying non
preemption, we need two visible actions for each process. The
first action (say b,) indicates that the body of the task is being
executed while the second action (sayf) indicates that task has
completed its current execution and is willing to relinquish the
processor. For example, process P, = bt ■ b, ■ bt ■ f-P, and
process P2 = b2 ■ b2 ■ b2 ■ b2 • /2-P2 etc. The behaviour of the
parallel composition of processes P, under non-preemptive
scheduling is as follows.

max(Y. Aie(,max(X. ((f)Y v ((b)X a [-b,]False))))

The above formula states that once a task is scheduled
(exhibits an action b), it continues execution (can exhibit b)
till it terminates (exhibits f). Furthermore, it requires that
actions from other processes be disallowed. This is required as
(b) only indicates that b{ is possible, while [hJFalse disallows
the action br
It is possible to deal with finite number of terminating tasks
byreplacing ‘Y’ in ‘(f)Y’ with non-preemptive formula for all
tasks except i.
While the above formula specifies non-preemption for the
entire execution, it does not ensure that every process is
executed. For example, it is possible for a process which has
just been preempted to be scheduled again. This issue is
addressed in the next section where we consider the roundrobin scheduler.

3.3 Round Robin
In the round-robin scheme, processes are given a fixed amount
oftime (the time slice) after which they are preempted and placed
at the end of the queue. Before we describe a system with roundrobin scheduling, we make the following assumptions:
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(i)

There is a fixed set of finite state processes which do not
terminate. As before a process P; exhibits only action ji,.
(ii) The system exhibits the action pt when process P, is
preempted. Note that the process P, does not need to
exhibit
This in contrast to the non-preemptive case
where the process P; had to indicate willingness to
relinquish.
(iii) Processes are ordered in a queue such that P, is executed
before P((;> i ) ,1)-1.

preemptive case we assume that processes exhibit two type of
actions b, or f.
Towards characterising deadlines, we define a macro
Before which is based on At defined above.

Before d p=

At t p

A system under the round-robin system will satisfy the
following property which states if a preemption is observed,
the next observable action will be from the next process.

Using the Before macro it is easy to specify that P, has
deadline d,• by requiring P, to satisfy (Before dif). A system Sys
(consisting of processes P,’s) using the earliest deadline first
algorithm will satisfy the following constraint.

max(X. «/?,}True => <P/)<rt<i+i>mod«)*i>True) a [-] X)

If P, 1= (Before dji) and P) 1= (Before djjj) and d; < dj then
Sys t= [fi;]False

We also know that after observing ph one will either
observe a p, or a ph with the added restriction that one will
observe no more than time-slice consecutive ji- s. The first of
these properties can be specified as follows:

max(X.

((u,)True

a/6

=> ((pi) (pi) True v (p,) (pi) True))

a

[-]X)

Towards defining the effect of the time slice, we define two
macros which essentially encode a feature of quantitative
temporal logic. We define a macro ‘At’ which requires a given
action to be exhibited after a fixed number of steps. We require
all possible behaviours to exhibit the action.

At 0 p= (p)True
At t p=

a

[-/i]False

max(Y.

ai6|i.

„,

max(X.

(((bi)Y => A;ei<,[i>;]False)

a

[-]X)

v

(/j)True))

[-] (At (t-1) ju)

The time slice requirement of a round-robin scheduled
system can be specified as

max(X.

As deadlines are non-observational entities, we need more
than the modal-/i-calculus (for example, ordering on dead
lines di < dj) to characterise the earliest deadline first algo
rithm. A similar problem is faced in specifying various prior
ity based algorithms.
In general, a system with a notion of priority can be
characterised as follows. We assume that for each process P,
there is a set S<-, which identifies processes which have a lower
priority than P,.
The following property states that if process P, can exhibit
an action /?,■ then any process which has less priority than P, is
not allowed to exhibit an action. Furthermore, this property is
satisfied till the higher priority process terminates.

ie/(pi)True => <p()At time-slice pma [-]X)

(a

The formula requires that after observing the preemption
of process i, the preemption of the next process, i.e., process
((; + 1 )mod n)+ 1) should be observed after the time slice has
elapsed.

3.4 Real-Time Scheduling
Algorithms such as the deadline first, least laxity first, priority
assignment etc. are used in real-time systems. Issues such as
deadlines are non-observational and hence cannot be de
scribed within the processes in CCS. Therefore, we assume
that each process P, has a deadline (a natural dAs for the non46 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 26, No 2, MAY 1994

The above specification is correct only for non-terminat
ing tasks. Formulae based on the technique used in the FCFS
case which take into account termination are necessary can be
used to handle termination.
Tasks in real-time systems can usually be classified into
periodic tasks and sporadic tasks (Mok, 1984b, Mok, 1984a).
We have not classified our tasks into any of the models. It is
possible to specify the behaviour of such tasks in CCS
(Krishnan, 1991). They pan also be specified using the modal/t-calculus as follows. The specification of sporadic tasks
causes no problem as they can be specified using the technique
used to characterise the FCFS scheduler. Towards the speci
fication of periodic tasks, assume each task is defined
recursively such that each task P, exhibits s, to indicate start of
its execution and f to indicate termination. Also assume that
task P, has period 7). The first step in the specification is a
macro After which is the dual of Before. Note that After is a
particular instance of the Strong Until modality.
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After 0 p = min(X. (/r)True v [-]X)
After t /t = (-)(After(t-l)/l)

The behavioural requirement of a periodic task is that the
first iteration should finish before the end of the period and
that all subsequent iterations should start and finish in the
appropriate interval. The logic specification of the require
ment is given below.

Processes S1, S2 and S3 represent three tasks arriving in
order. The modal formula 0ij requires process Si to be
executed before Sj. The process Sysok represents the correct
ordering of (S1 I S2 I S3) under the FCFS scheme while the
processes Sysul and Sysu2 represent incorrect behaviours.
It can be verified that Sysok satisfies the three modal formu
lae while Sysul and Sysu2 violate at least one of them.

4.2 Non-Preemptive Scheduling
We show how the effect of non-preemptive scheduling can be
simulated. Our first specification deals with tasks which
terminate and is given below.

Before T:f
At t Sj => Before (2*71 + (t div 7})*71) s,At t s, => After {T, + (t div 7)) *7)) s,

At tf => Before (2*71 + (t div r,)*Tl) f
Att/=s After (71 + (t div

bi T1 b1.b1.b1.nil
bi T2 b2.b2.b2.b2.nil

The above specification can be coupled with the specifica
tion of schedulers yields a scheduling policy for periodic
tasks.
We now turn our attention to a particular model of compu
tation that is gaining popularity in real-time systems called
imprecise computation (Lin et al, 1987). Imprecise computa
tion is very similar to preemption; except that the preempted
task is not resumed. Therefore, one needs to model ‘abnor
mal’-termination (i.e., when resource constraints require a
fast but approximate result) along with normal termination.
For each process P„ we use the action a, to indicate abnormal
termination.
The following is a specification a behaviour under impre
cise scheduling. It is similar to non-preemption, except that a
process can exhibit at instead off.
amax(

X. «/i>True v (a,)True v (bjX)

a

[^False)

4 TESTING OF SPECIFICATIONS
The above specifications have been tested using small exam
ples on the CWB. While we do not reproduce all the tests here
(they being a recoding of the specifications) we present a few
examples to illustrate the feasibility of the testing.

4.1 FCFS
bi S1 d.b1 .nil
bi S2 d.d.b2.nil

bi Sysok b1 ,b1 ,b1 .b2.b2.b2.b2.nil +\
b2.b2.b2.b1.b1.b1.b1,nil
bi Syswrongl b1 .b2.b1 ,b2.b1 ,b2.b2.nil
bi Syswrong2 Sysok + Syswrongl
bpi NPNP12&NP21
bpi NP12 [b1]Fin1
bpi NP21 [b2]Fin2
bpi Fin1 min(X.<b1>X I [-b1]Only2)
bpi Fin2 min(X. <b2>X I [-b2]Onlyl)
bpi Onlyl min(X.(<b1>X & [-b1]F) I [-]F)
bpi Only2 min(X.(<b2>X & [-b2]F) I [-]F)
Process T1 and T2 are two finite tasks that exhibit actions
b1 and b2 respectively. Sysok is a process which represents
a non-preemptive execution of T1 and T2 and hence satisfies
the formula NP. The formula NP is a translation of the
indexed formula described earlier. Syswrongl is incorrect as •
it interleaves T1 and T2. The process Syswrong2 is incorrect
as we require only non-preempted behaviours to be exhibited.
This is verified by the CWB. We can also use the trace
preorder (maypre) to ensure that Sysok, Syswrongl and
Syswrongl are implementations of (OT1 I OT2).
The testing of non-preempted behaviour of repetitive tasks
can be performed as follows.

bi S3 d.d.d.b3.nil

bi T1 b1.b1.fl.T1

bi Sysok d.b1 .b2.b3.nil

bi T2 b2.b2.b2.f2.T2

bi Syswl d.d.b2.b1.b3.nil

bi Sysokl b1 ,b1 .f1 .Sysokl + b2.b2.b2.f2.Sysok1

bi Sysu2d.b1.d.b3.b2.nil

bi Sysok2 b1 ,b1 ,f1 .b2.b2.b2.f2,Sysok2 +
b2.b2.b2.f2.b1 .b1 ,f1 .Sysok2

bpi 012 max(X. <b1>T I <-b2>X)
bpi 023 max(X. <b2>T I <-b3>X)
bpi 013 max(X. <b1>T I <-b3>X)

bi Syswrong b1 .b1 .b2.b2.b2.f1 ,f2.Syswrong
bpi NP max(Y. [b1]max(X.<fl>Y I (<b1>X ~ [-b1]F)) &\
[b2]max(X.<f2>Y I (<b2>X & [-b2]F)))
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As in the terminating case, the scheduling of the parallel
composition of processes T1 and T2 is studied. Sysokl and
Sysok2 represent correct behaviour under a non-preemptive
scheduler. The process Sysokl potentially has unfair behav
iour, i.e., where it schedules task T1 only. Syswrong is
incorrect as it interleaves T1 and T2.

4.3 Round Robin
The testing environment for the round-robin scheduling is
given below.

bi T1 b1.f1.nil
bi T2 b2.f2.nil
bi Sys b1.f1.b2.f2,nil
bi Sysu b1.b2.f1.f2.nil
bmi AtO a
<a>T & [-a]F
bmi At1 a
[-]AtO a

bi T1 b1.T1
bi T2 b2.T2
bi Sysok b1 ,b1 ,p1 ,b2.b2.p2.Sysok

bmi At2 a
[-]At1 a

bi Syswrongl b1.b2.b1.p1.b2.p2.b2.b2.p2.Syswrong1

bmi Beforel a
<a>T

bi Syswrong2 b1 ,b1 ,p1 ,b2.b2.p2.Syswrong2+ \
b2.b2.p2.b1 ,b1 .p1 .Syswrong2

bmi Before2 a
[-]Before1 a I <a>T

bpi Rmp
max(X. (<b1>T => (<b1xb1>T I <b1xp1>T)) & [-]X) &\
max(X. (<b2>T => (<b2xb2>T I <b2xp2>T)) & [-]X)

bmi Before3 a
[-]Before2 a I <a>T

bmi AtO a
<a>T & [-a]F
bmi At1 a
[-]AtO a
bmi At2 a
[-]At1 a
bpi Sp1 At2p1
bpi Sp2 At2p2
bpi Tslice max(X.(<p1>T => <->Sp2) & (<p2>T => <->Sp1)
&[-]X)

Processes T1 and T2 are finite state processes that are to be
scheduled in a round robin fashion. We consider a time slice
oftwo ‘action units’. Sysok is a correct round-robin schedule.
The processes Syswrongl and Syswrong2 are both incor
rect schedules.
The specification of the round-robin scheduler consists of
two parts; the order and time slice Tslice (1-2-1-2) and once
scheduled there is no preemption Rrnp. This is verified by the
CWB. The process Syswrongl violates the proposition Rrnp
as it interleaves T1 and T2. The process Syswrong2 satisfies
Rrnp but not Tslice. Even though the process Syswrong2 is
fair, i.e., executes both T1 and T2. it does not stick to the order
of 1-2-1-2.

4.4 Deadline First Scheduling
In this section we show the coding and testing of the
deadline first algorithm as an example of real-time
scheduling.
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bmi Before4 a
[-]Before3 a I <a>T
bpi DFS (Before2 f1 & Before4 f2)
The process Ti performs action bi and indicates termina
tion via the action fi. The proposition DFS imposes a deadline
of 2 time units on T1 and 4 time units on T2. The process Sys
is a correct schedule while Sysw is an incorrect one. Though
Sysw finishes task T1 before it fails the requirement that it
indicates termination (f 1) before the deadline.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown that schedulers can be specified
using the modal-/i-calculus. These specifications are used to
automatically verify that systems exhibit correct behaviour as
defined by the scheduling policy. Small examples of these have
been verified using the CWB. However, many features were not
supported by the CWB. For example, the general versions of At,
Before, After macros could not be defined. While it is possible
to model integers using distinct actions, it leads to infinite (or at
least very large state space). Due to computational complexity,
automatic verification of specifications involving very large
state space is not feasible. Therefore, our work is useful in the
initial stages of program development to study elementary
behavioural patterns. Furthermore, we have studied only the
effect of schedulers. We have not made any attempt to generate
an implementation oriented specification for the schedulers.
As the specifications are refined to handle general values or
to obtain implementations, more complex systems can be used.
For example, proof assistant systems like HOL (Gordon, 1987),
EHDM (Rushby et al, 1991) or PVS (Shankar, 1993) can be
used. However, the main disadvantage of proof assistants is that
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one cannot automate the entire process. Hence to use such
systems afairly deep knowledge of the proofprocess is essential.
This restricts the number of potential users and hence is not
recommended in the initial phase of the design.
One could also use the temporal logic of actions (TLA)
(Engberg et al, 1992) by itself or in conjunction with HOL
(von Wright and Langbacka, 1992) to specify schedulers
logically. However the verification will require the encoding
of processes in the chosen logic. By using CCS, an operational
understanding based on a simple notion of observation to
specify the processes can be used. That is, in the initial phases
of design, having an observable behaviour and an automatic
tool is useful where flexibility of experimentation is more
important than completeness of design.
The approach described in this paper has the advantage that
other aspects of the concurrent system can be studied using
CCS and the concurrency work bench. The CWB provides a
environment where both abstract behaviour and the scheduled
behaviour of concurrent real-time systems can be studied.
While we have not dealt with many aspects of a concurrent
system development, such as deadlock free behaviour, it is
possible to develop a CCS specification along with modal
logic formulae which the system is to satisfy. An implemen
tation with the required scheduler could be developed and the
CWB used to verify that the implementation does indeed
satisfy the requirements.
In summary, we have shown that a formal language with
simple syntax coupled with an automatic tool (based on model
checking) can be used to specify and verify the scheduling
aspect of concurrent systems. Further research is necessary to
extend the above techniques to other aspects of software
development. It is our belief that logics such HOL, TLA and
tools such the HOL proof assistant, EHDM, PVS etc. will play
a more central role when refining our elementary specifica
tions to include proofs over indexed specifications, values etc.
Other aspects of software development using formal specifi
cations that need to be considered include refinement (Back,
1988, Groves et al, 1992) where a program can be correctly
derived from a specification.
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In this paper, we demonstrate that the design of a naming
and trading facility for the RHODOS system which pro
vides autonomy and flexibility to users yet at the same time
allows them to share all accessible system and application
objects (resources, services) is feasible. We show that
autonomy and sharing can be achieved if three basic
constructs are introduced. First, two groups ofsharable
objects are distinguished in the RHODOS domain: those
which are owned by the system and those which are owned
by each individual user. Second, these groups of objects
form separate system/administrator domain and user
domains, respectively. Third, the possibility of exporting
and importing objects to/from other domains is introduced.
The exported objects form an export/import (trading)
domain. This domain allows users to access (providing they
have access rights) imported objects (resources and/or
services) which are not available in their private domains.
We discuss in detail the needfor, and the influence of
naming database distribution on the architecture of the
attributed naming facility. We also show that attribute
names improve friendliness by enabling a user to make an
enquiry on an object and/or access an object without the
knowledge of its user name. Finally, it is demonstrated that
this naming and trading facility concept can be used in a
heterogeneous environment to support open distributed
processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A user of a distributed system wants to preserve as much
autonomy as in a centralised stand alone system, with all
necessary peripheral resources attached, and yet, at the same
time, share system and application objects (resources and
services). The problem is how to resolve these two contradict
ing requirements. Furthermore, in many cases, institutions/
enterprises using distributed systems cannot afford to pur
chase some special processors/computers or peripheral de
vices. However, some users of these systems want to use such
devices to improve performance and achieve better results.
These special devices are affordable by a number of institu
tions. This implies the need for connecting distributed sys
tems and the special computers of those institutions interested
in sharing, and building a large heterogeneous distributed
system. These problems, as suggested in (Goscinski and
Bearman, 1990), (van der Linden, 1990), (van der Linden and
Sventek, 1992) can be solved by providing new naming and
object management concepts and by introducing two opera
tions: object export, where a given object can be made
accessible to users of remote distributed systems, and object
import, where a remote user may be provided with a service
from another distributed system.
An ordinary user of a computer system does not want to
remember the details of the naming facility used to identify
every object in the system. In a computer system, objects such
as files, processes, and printers are identified by different
names at different levels within the system. At the user level,
these objects are identified by a user name. Frequently, users
do not know this name and can only provide an imprecise
description using some properties of the object, or some
generally-specified requirements based on the results of an
operation, e.g., printing. This implies that names should be
structured to maximise the chances of their prediction (or
recall) by a user, and since users want to use user-friendly
naming, descriptive naming is preferable. Such an attributebased naming approach was proposed in (Bowman et al,
1990), (Bowman and Peterson, 1992), (CCITT, 1988),
(Neufeld, 1992). However, their proposals are mainly ori
ented toward users and organisations in order to support email system. An extended attributed naming which covers all
manageable objects of a distributed operating system has been
proposed in (Goscinski, 1991), (Goscinski and Indulska,
1992) and (Vance and Goscinski, 1989).
One goal of our research is to develop a naming and trading
facility for the RHODOS distributed operating system (Gerrity
et al, 1991) which:
— is based on attribute names, in order to improve userfriendliness and to efficiently use the resources and serv
ices in a distributed environment;
— provides a conventional mapping of attribute names to
system names in the case where all attributes which are
necessary to carry out name evaluation are provided, an
enquiry service which allows a user to obtain information
about an object based on some attributes of an object and
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2.1 Trading

1993) to develop a new naming server and resource man
ager, which was later named a trader.
The RHODOS trader is a system server which provides
dynamic binding of client processes to such objects like
resources and services (Haddock and Goscinski, 1991). It
is a generalisation of a naming server which comprises an
attribute naming server and resource manager.
Architecture Project Management Limited (APM), in
their Advanced Networked System Architecture (ANSA)
project, has introduced a trader to “provide a rendezvous
mechanism for dynamic binding of clients to some wellknown or published services” (APM-ANSAware, 1991).
The ANSA trader is similar to the system management
system which interacts with application objects but not
with system objects.
One of the best known and ongoing standardisation
works is the ISO Open Distributed Processing (ODP)
project (ISO-ODP, 1992). This project is very strongly
influenced by the ANSA architecture and design. It is
interesting that both ANSA and ODP use real-world busi
ness terms rather than technical computer processing terms.
The first major difference between the RHODOS trader
and the ANSA and ODP traders is that whereas the latter
only interact with application objects, the former deals
with both application and system objects. Furthermore,
the smallest distributed environment where the RHODOS
trading is provided is a homogeneous distributed system.
ANSA/ODP trading is more complex: it includes hetero
geneous modes (heterogeneous distributed systems are
the subject of the current study of the RHODOS group).
The reason for setting up these basic environments is that
whereas the ANSA/ODP researchers only address the
application object sharing in a heterogeneous environ
ment, the RHODOS project wants to address both the
application and system object sharing, and user autonomy.

In a centralised stand-alone system, all resources are directly
accessible to all of the system’s other components. A process/
client has a complete knowledge of any server. In a small
distributed system, where the network and the components are
small, then the “binding” between clients and servers can also
be done statically. However, a user wants to preserve au
tonomy for security reasons. This implies that the static
binding between clients and servers cannot be used, thus
requiring dynamic binding. This type of binding is typical for
large homogeneous distributed systems, where the client and
server programs are developed independently of each other,
the amount of server information could be large, and the
information could change frequently. Thus, client knowledge
of this information will be very limited. The limitation, as we
indicated above, is also imposed by the requirement of user
autonomy.
To solve the problem of providing autonomy to each
individual user, and to support the dynamical binding of
clients processes to servers in order to support sharing, we
suggested in (Goscinski and Bearman, 1990), (Goscinski,

Trading is a generalisation of a naming service. The problem
was what naming should be used to generalise it for trading
purposes.
There are two basic and distinctive classes of names
(Goscinski 1991):
— Partitioned — sequences of flat names which are delim
ited by a special separation character, e.g.,; “/”. These
names are used commonly in modern computer sys
tems: Unix names are the best known partitioned names;
— Attribute — a set of attributes, each of them providing
a piece of information about an object. These names
were initially used in naming services for enquiring and
accessing users and organisations in a networked envi
ronment (Bowman and Peterson, 1991), (Bowman et
al., 1990), and (Schwartz 1990). Attribute naming was
extended to support file systems (Giffers et al, 1991),
and finally to cover all manageable (application and
system) objects (Vance and Goscinski, 1989).

a selection service which allows a process to access an
object based on an evaluable name;
— allows objects either to be exported to other domains or to
be withdrawn from service, and allows objects which have
been exported by users from other domains to be imported,
in order to allow a user to preserve as much autonomy as in
a centralised environment and also to efficiently share
objects.
The goal of this paper is (i) the presentation of the
design and implementation of the prototype of an attrib
uted naming and trading facility which supports autonomy
and sharing of objects in a distributed environment, (ii) the
demonstration of the feasibility of our new basic naming
and object management concepts, and (iii) the discussion
of the results of the initial runs of the facility prototype.
To demonstrate that these goals have been achieved,
this paper is organised in the following way. Section 2
discusses basic issues involved in trading, briefly reviews
possible trading approaches, and explains the reasons for
selecting the attribute-based naming approach. Following
these, Section 3 presents the basic naming concepts and
their use in the detailed design of the RHODOS naming
and trading facility. Databases of the RHODOS naming
and trading facility, in particular, the Naming and Export/
Import (Trading) Databases are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 contains the architecture of the naming and
trading facility. In particular, servers, their components,
and algorithms are presented. Initial runs of the prototype
naming and trading facility are characterised in Section 6.
Finally, a summary of achieved results and the scope of
future work are given in the Conclusion section.2

2 TRADING AND NAMING

2.2 Attribute Naming
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There are two criteria which must be taken into consid
eration when selecting a naming scheme for supporting a
computer system’s — name evaluation and user friendli
ness. Partitioned names organised in a hierarchy based on
a tree structure, are evaluated quickly and efficiently.
However, they are not user friendly. On the other hand,
attribute names are very user friendly, but evaluation
could be the problem. Because some encouraging results
in attribute name evaluation have been achieved (Neufeld,
1992), (CCITT, 1988), we have selected attribute naming
as a basic naming scheme for the RHODOS trading.

3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RHODOS NAMING
AND TRADING FACILITY
An analysis of existing and proposed naming facilities shows
that they are based on a variety of naming conventions.
Moreover, these facilities cover disparate naming domains,
and there are different basic concepts which are used for the
development of a model of a naming facility. A literature
review shows that trading is a new concept, as originally
proposed in (Goscinski and Bearman, 1990), and (van der
Linden, 1990).
At the logical level, the RHODOS naming and trading
facility consists of the following elements:
— The naming domain which defines all RHODOS objects
which are known to the naming facility.
— The name set which contains all attribute-based usernames
of RHODOS objects.
— The name context which is a set of all objects which
possess a given property and is used to support evaluation
of user names to system names.
— The export/import (trading) domain which contains ob
jects which have been exported and can be imported by
users from other domains.
— Naming and trading primitive operations.

3.1 RHODOS Objects and Naming Domains
3.1.1 Object types
Within the RHODOS environment an object is an entity
which is known by its attributes (its user name is one of the
attributes). The RHODOS naming facility knows of the
following types and instances of objects: files, softwarebased services, users, groups of users, ports (which are end
communication entities supporting indirect communica
tion), groups of ports, processors, printers, plotters, other
physical or logical types of RHODOS objects, and organi
sations, organisation subdivisions, other types of objects.
The RHODOS naming and trading facility allows new
naming types to be defined. This means that the set of
types is not restricted, and a new type, e.g., “compilers”,
can be created in order to record properties which are
related to compilers. Although a compiler can be de
scribed as a “file”, it may be more convenient to describe
also a service which can be provided based on execution of
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its contents. A user is provided with an enquiry service and
is able to learn types of objects which are known to the
RHODOS naming and trading facility.

3.1.2 Naming Domains
All objects of the RHODOS operating system belong to
the RHODOS naming domain. Additionally, other objects
which are not RHODOS objects may also belong to the
RHODOS naming domain, e.g., people and organisations,
in order to provide the enquiry service about them and to
support an e-mail system. More precisely, a RHODOS
naming domain is defined as a set of objects O managed by
an administrator through an appropriate operating system,
i.e., the set of objects that is the subject of a single naming
convention.
To provide autonomy to users, mainly for security
reasons, two sets of sharable objects have been distin
guished in RHODOS:
— Os — those which are publicly accessible, i.e., the operat
ing system is the owner of these objects (resources, serv
ices), and
— Ov — those which are private, i.e., owned by individual
users.
These two sets of objects are such that O = Os uO„ and Os
nOr=U
Suppose there are n users of the RHODOS system who
have their objects privately owned. Let Om, i = 1,.., n, be a set
of objects of user i. These private objects are such that
Uw,.A = Ou and Om nOy ={},i*j
The set of objects Om forms an object domain of user i.
Note that such a set of private objects is usually composed
of objects such as special printers, programs and databases.
However, an owner of private objects may allow access to the
objects by all, or selected, other users. In RHODOS, this
requires those private objects to be exported from their origi
nal domains. Following the successful completion of an
export operation, the object can be imported by another user,
so that it can be accessed according to the access rights
possessed by the accessor (this is a classical protection ap
proach to resource sharing).
In summary, the smallest domain within the RHODOS
domain is the user domain. This means that users have
their own domains which contain those objects which they
wish to retain exclusive access to. This concept also
allows users to retain exclusive knowledge of the exist
ence of objects within their own domains. Consequently,
each RHODOS object can be: invisible to all users except
the owner (and the administrator), visible to other users
specified by the owner but not accessible by them (the
latter is solved using access rights), or visible and acces
sible by users specified by the owner. Another RHODOS
domain is the RHODOS system domain. The user should
be provided with RHODOS’ system domain objects and
information about them. However, the user should also be
able to learn about objects from other domains.
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3.2 Names, Attributes and Services
Each object must be named in order to be managed and
accessed. Taking into consideration user, operating sys
tem, and location requirements generated by a physical
distribution, RHODOS supports a three-level name struc
ture with appropriate functions for mapping a name of
some level to a name of an adjacent level. These levels
contain:
— user name, denoted UName,
— system name, denoted SName, and
— location-oriented name, i.e., physical address.
A process of finding a system name for a given user name
is called name evaluation; whereas a process of locating an
object is called address resolution.

3.2.1 Attributes
Because an ordinary user does not want to remember or
simply does not know the well-defined names of an object and
can only provide an imprecise description using some proper
ties of an object, descriptive naming should be used at the user
name level. Thus, the development of a naming facility for
RHODOS is based on the use of attribute names also called
descriptive names and follows an attribute-based naming
approach (Goscinski, 1991). This approach allows both a user
and a process to identify an object using a set of attributes that
describe the object.
Thus, a user name of an object is a set of attributes
UName = {attribute;} m
Note that each object type has a different number of
attributes N.
A RHODOS attribute is a triplet:

attribute <—> { attribute_tag, operator, attribute_value }
Where attributejag specifies the class of the information
given by that attribute, operator is an operator for which
meaning is associated with an attribute type, and attribute_value
is a particular instance of the class of information indicated by
an attribute type. In general, each attribute provides a piece of
information about an object or describes a particular charac
teristic of it.
We say that an object’s UName is fully specified if all
attributes of this name are provided (and called a full attribute
name). A UName is called evaluable if provided attributes
denote an object unambiguously.
Attributes can be: static — those which are fixed (e.g.,
printer speed), or dynamic — those which change continu
ously (e.g., processor load, communication pattern); absolute
— those which reflect properties of a given object independ
ent of any other objects, or relative — those which character
ise a set of objects; and mandatory — those which are
necessary to specify the object, or optional — those which a
user would welcome.
The user will specify those attributes of the desired object
which are known to him/her. The naming facility must match
those attributes to objects that are available. In the event that
a number of objects correspond to a list of specified attributes,

the name facility should either: select the “best” object ac
cording to a predetermined set of selection criteria, i.e.,
distance from user, loading etc, or provide the user with a list
of options.
In many cases, a user is interested in a service rather than
in an object that the service is built on. This was the reason to
group objects into types. Objects that possess a common set of
similarities are of the same type.

3.2.2 Services
To support a user and a process in an attribute-based environ
ment, three different naming services are provided by
RHODOS:
— conventional service — mapping evaluable names onto
system names;
— enquiry service — this is a user-oriented service which
allows the user to identify objects using imprecise descrip
tions; this service also allows a user to look up information
about an object;
— selection service — this is a process-oriented service
which uses an attributed name and maps it onto the system
name of either the object or a server which is able to provide
the service, or which manages the requested object.

3.2.3 Object Attributes
As we stated earlier, each of the types of the RHODOS objects
is characterised by different attributes, and different numbers
of attributes.
— Files — In RHODOS, files are described both by their
contents and also by the service which can be provided
based on them, rather than other conventional, file specific,
attributes.
The initial attributes assumed for RHODOS files are as
follows:
— text or binary;
— subtypes of the text files (sources, reports, manuals,
papers,..., others) or subtypes of the binary files (com
pilers, linkers, debuggers, anti-viral software, databases,
..., others).
— lower levels of subtypes (e.g., compilers are divided
into compilers for different programming languages;
and after that may be divided into compilers from
different software manufacturers, etc).
— Ports—RHODOS ’ ports are also described in terms of the
services provided by the processes with whom they are
associated. Ports in RHODOS are divided into well-known
RHODOS ports and user ports which may have attributes
related to the offered services.
The initial attributes assumed for RHODOS ports are as
follows:
— RHODOS or users;
— subtypes of the RHODOS ports (Name Server, File
Server, Authentication Server, Load Balancing Server,
IPC Manager,..., others) or subtypes of the user i, i = 1
.. N, (service/, service2,..., others).
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— Services — Users are provided with services indirectly by
RHODOS and directly by user provided services, which
they call through a user and program interface.
The initial attributes assumed for RHODOS services are as
follows:
— system services or user services;
— subtypes of the system services (Name Server, File
Server, Authentication Server, Load Balancing Server,
IPC Manager, ..., others) or subtypes of the user i
services (programming resources, e.g., database, FTP,
compilers,..., others).
— Printers — The naming-oriented printer attributes re
fer to properties of printers such as the type of the file
accepted by the printer server (e.g., Postscript, ASCII,
HPGL, FX80), printer type (laser, dot-matrix), speed,
cost of service, printer’s resolution, etc. Printers may
also be described by some dynamic attributes (e.g., the
length of a printer queue).
— Users — Naming-oriented attributes for users refer to:
their position in the institution (staff, programmers,
students, etc.); and their login name. Other descriptionoriented attributes include: name, group, affiliation, email address, postal address, and phone number.
— Organisations and organisation subdivisions — This
type of information is used for enquiry purposes. It
provides details about organisations. Naming-oriented
attributes are based on the organisation type (e.g.,
educational, government,..., etc), subtypes of the type
(there may be a hierarchy of subtypes, e.g., universities,
departments, research groups). As for users, organisa
tion description-oriented attributes refer to the organi
sation name, postal address, e-mail address, phone
number, etc.
— Computers — Naming-oriented attributes for comput
ers are based on their features and parameters. The
initial structure for the computer type is based on the
attributes such as: processor type, processor speed,
associated RAM size, disk storage size, network con
troller, printers, plotters, terminal lines, cost of compu
tation, domain, operating system and its version.

3.3 Mapping Attributed Names onto System Names —
Contexts
Because each RHODOS object is represented by its system
name, it is enough to bind a user attributed name (UName) to
a system name (SName). It can happen that more than one
UName, i.e., a set of attributes, can be used by a user to
describe an object; this means that there is more than one way
of binding UNames to objects. This problem is solved by
providing the concept of a context.
Saltzer (Saltzer, 1977) defined a naming context as a
particular set of bindings of names to objects. A naming
context in RHODOS is slightly different. We introduce it here
using a notation of the set and relation theory.
A context is a set of all objects which possess a given
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prbpbrty described by an attribute. Formally, if R, is a relation
of possession of a property described by attribute; =
{attribute_tagi, operator„ attribute_value, } then the set of all
objects which belong to context, is as follows 0/Rr
The contexts are labelled with object attributes. More
formally, context; is labelled “attributejag-’, where
“attributejagis an ASCII name allocated to a given object
type by a user and derived from the type attribute,Jag
For example, all objects which are able to provide a
printing service form a printer context. In this case attributeJagt
is printer, operator, is =, attributejalue-, is any and context
is printer.
Note that such the context in the above example contains
all objects which form an object type. A context which
contains all objects of a given type is called a basic type
context and is denoted contexts
Since a type can be divided into subtypes (e.g., printers into
different kinds of printers), the contexts equivalent to these
subtypes can be created. Thus, the RHODOS basic type
context may be organised as a hierarchy of sub-contexts, and
a user attribute name may be interpreted in a context which is
a composition of sub-contexts.
Thus, for a given object type in its basic type context,
contexts a sub-context context can be derived from context0
and is the set contextJRx, where R, is a relation of possession
of a property described by attribute x. Note that from the set
theory point of view objects of these two context are in the
following relation

contextx a context0.
Note, following our naming convention, that all objects
which belong to contextx have the following attribute name

attribute_tagQ,attribute_tagx
If in the newly created context, contextx, a user decides to
distinguish some objects which possess a property described
by attribute2, then context is created. These three contexts are
in the following relation

context2 c contextj c contexts
All objects which belong to context2 have the following
attribute name

attribute_tago,attributejtagx,attribute_tag2
If we use an order of attributes which goes from the
basic type context to the smallest one, and finally to an
object (SName), we deal with a shrinking order of con
texts. This list of object attributes shows a composition of
sub-contexts in which the object user name is unambigu
ous and also allows attributed naming to be effectively
implemented.
Each context should know its location within other
contexts. This can be achieved by providing the following:
the parent; the children; the horizontal location in respect
of its siblings (e.g., in the context of printers we have at the
same level such sub-contexts as laser printers, line print
ers, etc.); the basic type (largest) context; the set of
contexts, which based on some semantic association with
the context, can be specified by a user with the highest
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probability. All these contexts are identified by their at
tributes.
A context can be described as a structure of the form shown
in Figure 1 and the description of the RHODOS object is
shown in Figure 2 using a C-like notation.
In summary, user attributed name UName can be evaluated
if and only if it is an evaluable name. An evaluation process
can be time consuming if there is no order imposed on a
sequence of attributes, i.e., when a user provides attributes in
any order. Thus, to improve performance of an evaluation
process we propose to impose an order on attributes following
the inclusions of shrinking contexts. This order will be mapped
onto the attributes labelling each context forming a hierarchy
of attributes. To further improve the evaluation process per
formance we propose to add to each attribute a natural number
which indicates the level of hierarchy derived by shrinking
contexts.
#define CQHTEXT struct context
#define VISIBILITY struct visibility
struct visibility
{
VISIBILITY ♦next;
VISIBILITY ♦doan;
user;
USER.ID
export_visibility;
int

/*
/♦
/♦
/♦

link to next user in list ♦/
link to next user with, visibility ♦/
id of osmer/user with visibility ♦/
boolean ilag for visibility ♦/

};

/♦ context structure ♦/

struct context
i
CQHTEXT
COHTEXT
CQHTEXT
COHTEXT
CQHTEXT
ATTRIBUTE
OBJECT_DESC
unsigned
VISIBILITY

♦parent;
♦child;
♦next;
♦basic;
♦probable;
♦details;
♦list;
access.rights;
♦exp_vis;

/♦
/*
/♦
/♦
/♦
/♦
/♦
/♦
/♦

};

link to parent context */
link to child context ♦/
link to next context-same level ♦/
link to basic context ♦/
link to probable context ♦/
context label */
link to object description ♦/
for a capability-based system */
visibility of context */

Figure 1: Data Structure for a Context.

#deline UHAME struct uname
#define OBJECT_DESC struct object_desc
/♦ uname list structure ♦/

struct uname
UHAME
char

♦next;
UHame [MAX];

/» link to next uname (if multiple) ♦/
/* user name of object ♦/

>;
struct object_desc
<
OBJECT.JDESC ♦next;
export ..visibility;
int
♦n_list;
UHAME
*server_SHame;
SHAME
♦obj_SHame;
SHAME

and efficiency of a user’s work to be improved by provid
ing the possibility of accessing objects from domains of
both other users and other distributed systems, without
compromising the autonomy of either the user or the
RHODOS environment. This is achieved by exploiting
two basic concepts: the naming domain, and the context,
as well as by introducing the operations of object export,
import and withdrawal.
The smallest sub-domain in the RHODOS domain is the
user domain, where users can make some of their context
invisible. This solution provides a high degree of autonomy
for individual users. The administrator can also make some
system contexts or objects invisible — in this case, autonomy
is provided at the system level. This is achieved by providing
basic primitives which allow the following operations to be
carried out:
— object export, wherein a RHODOS administrator or the
owner of an object may make a given object accessible to
users in other domains, after successful completion of an
export operation, an object becomes visible in the domain
to which it has been exported;
— object import, wherein remote users may wish to be pro
vided with an object from another domain, and such an
object has been exported to the given user’s domain: it is
visible in this domain, and can be accessed if the user has
the required access rights; and
— object withdrawal, wherein the administrator or the owner
no longer wants to export the object; after successful
completion of a withdrawal operation an object is invisible
in the target domain.
Further, the provider of a private object must stipu
late the conditions under which the object is being
made available. The conditions for the possible future
withdrawal of a private object must be specified at the
time the object is made available. Withdrawal of an
object can only be made in accordance with these
agreed conditions.

/♦ object structure ♦/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

link to next context object ♦/
local or exported object - binary */
user name(s) of object ♦/
authoritative server ♦/
system name of object ♦/

>;

Figure 2: Object Description Data Structure.

3.4 Export and Import of RHODOS Objects
3.4.1 Operations
RHODOS allows both the provision of autonomy to indi
vidual users in a distributed environment and the quality

3.4.2 Export/Import (Trading) Domain
Objects in RHODOS belong either to a given user
domain or to the system (administrator) domain. A user
or the administrator, working on behalf of the system,
is the owner of objects in his/her domain. In order to
allow the naming facility to treat an object as visible
and well known outside the user/system domain, the
user/administrator has to explicitly export the object to
a new domain. Thus, object owners can make objects
visible to other users in the domains to which they
belong. Similarly, the administrator makes objects vis
ible to all or selected users known in the RHODOS
domain. Objects exported from the system and all user
domains form an additional export/import (trading)
domain defined at the operating system level (see Fig
ure 3).
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RHODOS Naming
Domain

User 1
Domain

Usern
Domain
Export/ Import
(Trading )
Domain

Administration
Domain

User 2
Domain

Figure 3: Domains in RHODOS.

Note that though an exported object is ‘seen’ by other users,
i.e., it has an entry in the database of exported objects, for object
management reasons, the exporter (user or administrator) is still
responsible for the exported object. This implies that only the
exporter can carry out operations on the object in order to change
its attributes, change its access rights, etc.
RHODOS objects may be exported to any domain. It can
be another user domain, the RHODOS domain, or another
operating system or organisational domain (e.g., departmen
tal domain, university domain, metropolitan domain, etc.). An
exported object is seen from both user and export domains
(see Figure 4).

user/administrator
domain

export
domain

oo

composition
of contexts

composition
of contexts

— Operations on an attribute:
— change_attribute_value — change value of the naming
attribute;
— change_attribute_operator — change the attribute op
erator;
— list_attributes_for_UName — list all attributes of an
object with a given UName;
— list_UName_for_attributes — list all UNames with
given attributes;
— Operations on an object:
— add_object — add an object to a specified context;
— add_attribute — add attribute to an object;
— delete_attribute — delete the attribute of an object;
— remove_object_ffom_context—remove the object from
the context;
— search_for_object — search for an object in smaller,
larger, all context(s);
— Autonomy/sharing operations:
— search_object — search a specified object;
— enquiry_object — find objects which match given at
tributes;
— export_object — export a specified object to a given
domain;
— withdraw_object — withdraw a specified object from a
given export domain;
— import_object — import the object specified by a list of
attributes from a given domain.
Note that some of these operations cannot be carried out in
all circumstances, e.g., change_attribute_value can only be
performed when:
— the object has not been exported,
— the object has been exported but not yet imported, or
— the object has been exported and imported, but the re
quested change does not decrease the quality of service,
nor increase the cost of service, i.e., only if the change
improves performance and/or decreases costs.

3.6 Naming and Trading Managers

Figure 4: Visibility of an Exported Object.

3.5 Primitive Operations
The above design decisions imply that there is a need for the
following operations in the RHODOS naming facility:
— Operations on a context:
— context_create — create a context with a given name;
— context_destroy — delete a context with a given name;
— context_rename—change the name of a given context;
— move_parent_context — move to the parent context;
— list_all_contexts — list all subcontexts of a given con
text;
— move_child_context — move to a lower level context;
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The naming and trading operations, i.e., operations on a
context, attribute, object, and autonomy/sharing, are per
formed by the naming and export/import (trading) managers.
User Naming Managers are responsible for both exporting an
object to a specified domain, and importing an object from a
trading domain. On the other hand, the Export/Import (Trad
ing) Manager is responsible for co-operation, on behalf of the
Trader, for co-operation with a client who is exporting an
object, and with a client who is either making an enquiry on
available objects (resources, services) of a specified type, or
importing a specified object.
A detail description of the manager architecture and algo
rithms are given in Section 5.

4 DATABASES AND OBJECT VISIBILITY
The implementation of the export/import (trading) domain
requires information to be stored for exported objects which

A
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is beyond that necessary for private (non-exported) objects.
Hence, there is a logical separation between the data required
for traditional naming operations and that necessary to sup
portobjectsharing. RHODOS supports this separation through
the use of two types of database: Naming Database and
Export/Import (Trading) Database.

4.1 The Naming Database
The Naming Database is one of the most crucial elements
of an attribute-based naming facility. It contains all the
information necessary to support naming operations within
a private domain. The system administrator and each user
will have their own Naming Database in which to store
their private objects.
User domains in RHODOS (along with the administrator
domain) gather all user objects which can be named. The
objects are of different types. Thus, in a user domain, a few
contexts can be defined — one for each basic type of user
object. These contexts can be built as a shrinking context,
according to the assumed mapping between attributes and
contexts (Figure 5).
RHODOS

export domain

user and Adm domains

basic object types

basic object types

subtypes

subtypes

user

domains

Figure 5: Possible Hierarchy of RHODOS Domains and Contexts.

A similar approach for building the shrinking context has
been selected for the export/import (trading) domain which
gathers all of the object types exported from any user (or
system) domain (Goscinski and Haddock, 1991). In the case
of the export/import (trading) domain, the lowest level of
subcontext is related to the object location — the user domain.
For performance reasons, there may be some exceptions to
this approach.
Different distributions of the Naming Database may
lead to alternative structures being used. This seems to be
particularly likely in the case of a file naming service,
where the file type may be implemented as one database
joined with a file server database. In this case, the type
may be divided into separate domain parts, as shown in
Figure 6.

RHODOS

export domain

basic object types

user and Adm domains

basic object types

subtypes

subtypes

user

domains

Figure 6: Alternative Hierarchy of RHODOS Domains and Contexts.

4.2 The Export/Import (Trading) Database
Export/Import (Trading) Database contains the informa
tion needed to allow users to share objects. This database
contains a reference to the object in its original Naming
Database, not the object itself. There will normally only be
one Export/Import (Trading) Database for each systemlevel domain. However, the possibility of having more
Export/Import (Trading) Databases (fully distributed or
distributed and replicated) is not excluded.
The Export/Import (Trading) Database provides a
mechanism for users to “view” objects which have been
made available by the owners for “public” use. When an
object is exported, a reference to the object is placed into
the Export/Import Database. A user wishing to access this
object must approach the database, via the Export/Import
Manager (Trader), with an import request for the object. If
the request is granted, the user’s Naming Database is
updated with a reference to the appropriate entry in the
Export/Import (Trading) Database. Subsequent accesses
to the object involve the resolution of the object’s location
by the communication subsystem which uses the object
reference from the Export/Import (Trading) Database to
find the object.
Naming

Export

Import

Details

Details

Details

access rights

exported to

imported by

object type
owner
withdrawal
conditions

object details

import
condition

export
condition

Figure 7: Elements of an Export/Import (Trading) Database Entry.
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The Export/Import (Trading) Database also records the
details of the various import and export operations which
have been performed on a given object. The Export/Import
(Trading) Database entry for an object has three logical
sections (see Figure 7). The first section contains informa
tion related to the object itself, i.e., the access rights
required for the object, the type of the object, who owns it,
and other object description details.
The second section of the entry relates to the export of
the object. This section records information such as the
conditions under which the object is currently being made
available, the domain(s) to which it is exported, and the
conditions under which the object will be withdrawn. This
data is required to allow the Export/Import Manager
(Trader) to negotiate with importing users without con
tinual reference to the owner of the object.
The third section of the entry records the details of
object imports. In particular, information regarding the
conditions under which the object was imported by a
particular user is recorded. This facility requires the use of
a data structure which includes the user’s name (or userid)
and a copy of the export conditions which were applicable
at the time of import (i.e., the import conditions). This
information is stored in a linked list, since there will
usually be more than one user importing a given object.
The three components mentioned above are combined
into a single entry for convenience and logical integrity of
the entry, although not all sections will contain valid data
at all times. For example, an object which has been ex
ported for public use, but not yet imported by any other
user, will not have any valid information in the import
section of the entry.
Export/Import

User
Naming
Manager
(Importing)

Viet
Naming
Database
(Exporting)

Object

O

0 Pointer

) Pointer

Figure 8: Object Visibility After Import Operation.

Once the import operation is completed, the object is
accessible by the importer. Figure 8 shows the links which
exist once the object has been exported by the owner and
imported by another user. Hence, the importer is able to access
the object via its Export/Import (Trading) Database entry.

4.3 Database Distribution
The RHODOS naming and trading facility has been designed in
such a way that it can follow different name distribution ap
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proaches. First, it can be developed following the centralised
approach. However, such a naming facility, when overwhelmed
by requests, can be a bottleneck for an operating system. Thus,
RHODOS also allows distribution of the naming and trading
facility. Moreover, it allows alternative distributions. To im
prove performance even further, the naming facility should be
distributed and replicated. If the naming facility is distributed,
sub-facilities must co-operate. Moreover, users should not know,
or need to know, which sub-facility holds objects they want to
enquire about or to access. Initial results of the study of these
issues were presented in (Goscinski, 1991).
Our current research shows that the proposed model of
trading can be easily adapted to large homogeneous distrib
uted systems, where each local distributed system is sup
ported by the RHODOS trader. We call these traders co
operating traders.
It is still not known how name resolution will be carried out
in the set of co-operating traders. At this stage we are experi
menting with a sequentional resolution model. In the future,
we will study resolution and trader cooperation using broad
cast and token based approaches (Goscinski, 1991).
The RHODOS naming and trading facility is type oriented.
Moreover, the number of potential accesses to the naming and
trading facility depends on the cardinality of its database.
Therefore, the distribution of the naming facility in RHODOS
will be based on types and will allow naming data for a few
basic type contexts, a basic context or sub-contexts to be
distributed. This approach will also allow some performance
requirements to be met, e.g., the file naming facility can be
placed close to the file server (or even integrated).
Users will be unaware of any differences in naming facility
distribution. This means that users can approach any of the
naming sub-facilities, which, if it manages the requested
object, starts a name evaluation process; otherwise, it initiates
name resolution. The sub-facility which manages the re
quested object sends a result or error message to the user.

4.4 Object Visibility and Distribution
The proposal to use a Naming Database to hold information
needed for naming operations within private domains and an
Export/Import (Trading) Database to store information needed
for object sharing need not necessarily demand that two
physically separated databases be present. The structural
similarities between the two databases make it possible for the
Export/Import (Trading) Database to be considered as a
subset of the total Nanjing Database, i.e., logically separate
but physically part of the Naming Database. Similarly, the
Naming Databases for individual users and the system admin
istrator can be logical subsets of a single database. Provided
that adequate logical separation is maintained between these
entities, all of the information needed to implement the
RHODOS naming and trading facility can be stored in a single
database.
When the naming facility is initialised, the Naming Data
base and the Export/Import (Trading) Database are built up
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from the contents of files saved on disk. The prototype
implements update operations as the last function in initialis
ing the Export/Import (Trading) Database. It updates the
pointers in both databases and sets the export visibility mem
ber of the corresponding Naming Database entry to TRUE for
all exported objects (the default on initialisation is FALSE).
Such updating of object references is not necessary in a
centralised approach, since there is only one object entry and
one shrinking context structure to be searched. However,
adopting a centralised approach requires a change to the
context data structure. Since all users will be sharing the same
shrinking context structure for both traditional naming and
object sharing purposes, it is necessary to associate a linked
list of userid/export_visibility pairs with each context. In its
simplest form, this list indicates whether a given user wishes
to make this context (and lower level sub-contexts) visible to
all other users (see Figure 9).
CONTEXT

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

Figure 9: Simple Centralised Visibility.

The problem with this simple approach is that the granular
ity of user autonomy is very coarse, i.e., the user has only two
choices — make the context visible to all other users, or make
visible to none (except the owner).
To improve the granularity of the system it was necessary
to provide a second linked list for each context whose export
visibility member is TRUE, i.e., those users to whom the
context is visible, as shown in Figure 10.

4.5 Future Extensions
In a large distributed system, it is quite likely that the
number of users will be large and that the shrinking
context structure will be complex. In this case, checking
the validity of every attempted access (search) at every
node in the structure represents a significant performance
overhead. This is particularly true if the shrinking context
structure is stored on disk.
Consideration of these issues has led to the following
proposal for systems where centralised naming is pre
ferred, in particular, for objects of type “file”. If all of the
Naming Databases are merged into a single physical data
base and the Export/Import (Trading) Database is estab
lished as a separate database, the searching overhead can
be reduced. Both the Export/Import (Trading) Database
and the composite Naming Database exist on the same
machine. In this situation, the Export/Import (Trading)
Database data structures remain unchanged from those
used in the prototype. Within the Naming Database it is
necessary only to distinguish whether a particular context
exists within each user’s domain or not, since all search
operations will be restricted to the owner’s domain and the
export/import (trading) domain. Any object or context
which is not located in either of these domains is invisible
to the user making the enquiry. This approach is imple
mented by means of a linked list of userids associated with
each context in the structure (see Figure 11). The presence
of a particular user’s userid in this list means that the
context exists within the user’s domain (and is therefore
visible), whilst its absence means that the user does not
know of this context.
CONTEXT

context

hadan4

”P-Vis

o
Figure 11: Centralised Visibility Using Separate Databases.
FALSE

TRUE
File Server

Naming
Database

Figure 10: Complex Centralised Visibility.

Naming
Database

Figure 12: Scenario Requiring Centralised Database Approach.
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The application of this approach is illustrated by Figure
12 where some users have diskless workstations and some
have local disk storage facilities. To cater for the diskless
workstations, the File Server provides a centralised nam
ing facility which uses a composite Naming Database and
an Export/Import (Trading) Database. In this scenario, the
Export/Import (Trading) Database is physically located
on the File Server machine, as are the logical Naming
Databases for users without disk storage. Naming Databases
for users with disk storage are physically stored on their
local disk. User 1 can export an object to the File Server,
i.e., create an entry in the Export/Import (Trading) Data
base on the File Server, and another user (user i) can
import that object from the File Server, even though user
i does not have any disk storage and his/her logical Nam
ing Database is a part of the centralised database. Note that
the object itself is not physically moved to the File Server
machine, only logically. Hence, Figure 12 represents a
situation where the Naming Database is partially distrib
uted (among users with disk storage) and partially central
ised (for diskless workstations).

— passing the request to the appropriate manager,
— returning the result to the user/process,
— mediating/scheduling between manager modules.
— Naming Database Manager — is responsible for all
manipulations of local objects:
— creation of an object/context,
— deletion of an object/context,
— modification of an object/context attributes, and
— all searching functions
— Import/Export Manager — handles all export-related op
erations:
— exporting an object,
— importing an object, and
— withdrawal of an exported object.
— User Group Manager and Port Group Manager —handles
those features of a group of users and group of ports,
respectively, which are not related to name evaluation.

5.2 Servers and Component Interaction
The principal name evaluation components of the RHODOS
Name Server interact in the manner shown in Figure 14.
C User 3

5 THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE RHODOS NAMING
AND TRADING FACILITY
5.1 Naming and Trading Facility Servers and their
Components
The RHODOS naming and trading facility consists of the
interaction of all the Name Servers within the RHODOS
domain, and its full functionality is provided by the interaction
of these servers with each other and their local environments
(Haddock, 1991).
There are a number of major components within the
RHODOS Name Server, as shown in Figure 13. The diagram
shows that every Name Server uses the Request Manager
module to provide a consistent user interface.
The functions performed by the major component modules
are:
— Request Manager — handles requests from users and
processes by:
— interpreting the request and selecting the appropriate
manager module to process it,

Request
Manager

Naming
Manager

Export/
Import
Manager
(Trader)

User
Group
Manager

Port
Group
Manager

Figure 13: Major Component Modules of the RHODOS Name Server.
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Request for known
local object or an
object whose
location is unknown

Request
Manager

User 1
Naming
Database

Inquiry on
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| „Request ,for object
sAk Nobject
I
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User
Naming
Manager

)

import/export/withdra^al ^

Export / import \ Impon/export/
Manager
A withdrawal 4

SysAdmin
Naming
Manager

SysAdmin
Naming
Database

Figure 14: Interaction of Major Name Server Components.

The Request Manager module passes the user request to
the appropriate processing module. In the case of an access
request, the request will be passed to the Naming Manager,
which searches the Naming Database for a reference to the
requested object. If the requested object is not found in the
local Naming Database, the request is passed on to the Export/
Import Manager (Trader) which searches the Export/Import
(Trading) Database. If the object is found here, the Export/
Import Manager (Trader) checks that the object has been
imported by the requesting user; if so, the object’s SName is
returned to the user. Otherwise, the Export/Import Manager
(Trader) accesses other Export/Import Manager (Trader)(s)
working for another export/import domain(s), i.e., another
distributed system.

A
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As stated above, when an object is exported, its pro
vider must specify the conditions under which the object
is available. These conditions are registered with the
Export/Import Manager (Trader), which is responsible for
their enforcement. An exported object must be imported
by another user before that user can access it. An import
contract is “signed” by an importer and the Export/Import
Manager (Trader), which works on behalf of the exporter
of the object of interest. This means that a user interested
in a given exported object must send an import request to
the Export/Import Manager (Trader) in which the object
can be specified either precisely, using an evaluable UName
or using any UName. If the requested object is specified by
an evaluable UName, the object and import conditions are
returned to the user. Otherwise, the Export/Import Man
ager (Trader) tries to find objects which match attributes
of the requested object and sends an offer to the importer:
thereby initiating a negotiation process.
It can happen, that for varied reasons, an exporter of an
object no longer wants to export the object. The exporter
can initiate carrying out an object withdrawal operation
according to the conditions agreed upon at the export
operation stage. The withdrawal operation is performed
by the Export/Import Manager (Trader). As a result of this
operation, the withdrawn object is no longer visible through
the export domain and is also not visible to others within
an owner domain.
Figure 14 also outlines the ways in which the Export/
Import (Trading) Database can be accessed by the user. It
is clear that the exporter of an object, i.e., the user or
system administrator, has direct access to the Export/
Import (Trading) Database entry for that object. This
allows the exporter to keep track of who has access to the
object.

A fundamental algorithm used in the prototype naming
facility is the search function (see Figure 15). This func
tion is used by several other routines, particularly in the
enquiry operation. Currently, the search function per
forms an exhaustive search of the entire shrinking context
below the start point provided by the user or calling
function. It returns a linked list of possible matching
objects. The actual implementation of this function is
based on a recursive function in order to ensure that the
search is exhaustive.
There is one problem with the current implementation:
the exhaustive search degrades performance of the name
evaluation. However, this version of the prototype was
mainly concerned with demonstrating that the proposed
concepts of naming and trading allow us to share objects
(i.e., to bind clients to servers) and to provide autonomy to
users. We are just finishing the development and testing of
an original and efficient attribute name evaluation method
which will be published shortly. This method will replace
the existing searching algorithm.

5.3.2 Enquiry
The enquiry algorithm (see Figure 16) uses the search
routine as the basis for its ability to display an object to the
user. The enquiry routine steps through the shrinking
context, matching the attributes which have been supplied
by the user at each level. The search routine is usually
called into use when a “gap” is detected in the UName
supplied by the user, e.g., an element of the evaluable
UName is missing. The enquiry routine presents the
evaluable UNames of all of the possible matches to the
user’s request, from which the user can then select the
required object.

5.3.3 Export/Import
5.3 Algorithms
The three most important algorithms which relate to the prime
services provided by the RHODOS naming and trading facil
ity are: search, enquiry, and export/import. The high level
algorithms of these services are presented in the following
sections.

5.3.1 Searching
1.

Fetch, and order the input attributes;

2.

Hatch attributes sequentially through the tree until there is no
aatch on an entire level (i.e., a gap is found);

3.

Commence searching from context given in 'probable' member of last
Batching context;

4.

If a match is found, continue from Step 2, else commence exhaustive
search from point of last Batch;

5.

Store all Batches in linked list (these are start points for later
searches);6

6.

If all input attributes used, return list of possible solutions,
else continue from Step 2.

Figure 15: An Outline Search strategy.

From the exporter’s point of view, the algorithm for the
export operation can be summarised as shown in Figure
17. This algorithm is executed by the exporting Naming
Manager. The Export/Import Manager (Trader) executes
the algorithm outlined in Figure 18. The algorithm for the
import operation follows the same outline as the export
operation, albeit updating different sections of the Export/
Import (Trading) Database entry. The outline import algo
rithm in the Naming Manager is shown in Figure 19 and
the Export/Import Manager (Trader) algorithm is shown
in Figure 20.

5.4 User/Naming and Trading Facility Interface
The interface provided in the prototype is a very simple
multi-level menu system (see Figure 21). The diagram shows
menus as boxes and the operations available as plain text
entries. In the case of the “Enquiry” menu, the operations have
been grouped for readability. Hence, users are able to look for
contexts and objects in both the Naming and Export/Import
(Trading) Databases.
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letch attribute list(s) Iron user or input file (depending on node);

lor (each attribute in lull attribute name)

initialise starting values and store values;
sort the attribute list into monotonically decreasing order;
lor (lor eabh attribute in the sorted list)

il (tag == UHAHE)

add object entry to Export/Inport (Trading) Database;
create export/import entry in Export/Inport (Trading) Database;
break;
/* only add one object */

<

if (it is an object attribute)
il (there is no object in last matching context)
search Iron last natch;
else lor (each object in list Iron last natch)
il (a natch is lound)
store natch details and break;
else
/* a context */
/* check every context at this level */
lor (each context at this level)
il (a natch is lound)

y
else

/* we have a context attribute */

lor (each context on this level)
if (match

step down a level;
break;

>

store natch details;
il (a child context exists)
step down a level;
break;

il *(!match)
add context to Export/Inport (Trading) Database;

>

il (a previous natch exists)

<
il (probable context link exists in previous natch context)
il (probable context gives a natch)
store the details; /* natch, store details */
else
search Iron last natch;
else
/* no probable link present */
search Iron last match;

frft child context exists)

<

{

il (no natch at this level)

/* we have an object attribute */

•C

>

>

Figure 18: Export Algorithm in the Export/Import Manager (Trader).
get the attribute name from the
locate the object lor import in
lind the lull attribute name ol
il (object is already imported)
inform the user;
else
send import command to the

user;
the Export/Import (Trading) Database;
the object;

Export/Import Manager (Trader);

>

else
/* no previous natch context */
search Iron top ol tree;
il (search routine has lound a match and whole tree searched)
lor (each context/object lound by the search)
lind the lull attribute name lor the natch and
append matching context/object to path list;

Figure 19; Import Algorithm in the Naming Manager.
lor (each attribute in lull attribute name)

<
il (tag == UHAHE)

add object entry to Hasting Database;
update export/import entry in Export/Import (Trading) Database;
break;
/* only add one object */

>

else

/* we have an object attribute */

-C

/* there is a natch at this level */
il (end ol attribute name)
lind the lull attribute name lor the natch and
append matching context/object to path list;

>
else

/* we have a context attribute */

i

>

lind and print out the lull attribute name lor each natch;

lor (each context on this level)

{
il (match

kk child context exists)

<

step down a level;
break;

Figure 16: Outline Algorithm for the Enquiry Operation.

>
il *( {match)
add context to Haming Database;

>
>

get the attribute name from the user;
locate the object for export in the naming Database;
find the full attribute name of the object;
if (object is exported)

Figure 20: Import Algorithm in the Export/Import Manager (Trader).
Main
Menu

query if user wants to change export conditions
if ( response == YES )
input the changes;
consistency check on proposed changes;
if (consistent with existing conditions)
send modify object command to Trader;

Add
Menu

Enquiry
Menu

Display
Naming
Database

Display
Import/Export
Database

Export
Menu

else
error message to user;
exit;

>
>
>
else
send export command to the Export/Import Manager (Trader);

Figure 17: Export Algorithm in the Naming Manager.
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Add Object
Add Context
Delete Object
Delete Context

Find Context
-Naming DB
-Import/Export DB
Fmd Object
-Naming DB
-Import/EXport DB

Figure 21: Menu Structure for the Prototype.

Export Object
Import Object
Withdraw Object
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RHODOS Naming Facility Prototype: Version 1
Main Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Add an object or context
Make an Enquiry
Display the Naming Database
Display the Export Database
Export/Import or Withdraw an Object
Exit Program.

Enter Option:
Figure 22: Prototype Naming and Trading Facility — Main Menu.

The user is presented with a menu similar to that shown in
Figure 22 and selects the appropriate menu option by entering
the number associated with that menu entry. The program then
calls the appropriate routine to execute the required operation.
The prototype allows users to make enquiries on both the
Naming and Export/Import (Trading) Databases, add objects
and contexts to the naming Database, export objects to the
Export/Import (Trading) Database, and display the contents
of either the Naming or Export/Import (Trading) Database.
The menu system also includes entries for some logically
related operations, e.g., the export menu provides for import
and withdrawal operations; (see Figure 23).

Export/Import/Withdrawal Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.

Export Object
Import Object
Withdraw Object
Return to Main Menu.

Enter Option:
Figure 23: Prototype Naming and Trading Facility — Export/Import/
Withdrawal Menu.

The main advantage of the interactive interface is the
flexibility which it provides to the user and/or developer of
the naming and trading facility. The ability to perform any
sequence of operations allows an operational situation to
be simulated fairly accurately, with the exception of simu
lating the high volume of accesses and queries which
would be the norm in real life. Allowing the users to add
new objects to the databases and to save these changes,
makes it possible to build a reasonable representation of a
practical situation over time.6

6 INITIAL RUNS OF THE PROTOTYPE NAMING
AND TRADING FACILITY
The testing of the prototype naming and trading facility
was carried out in a distributed environment supported by
Unix rather than the RHODOS distributed operating sys

tem. The reason for this was that at the time of testing the
RHODOS kernel and microkernel were not in such a state
which would allow us to carry out our test reliably. Thus,
the RHODOS IPC Manager was replaced by Unix sockets
in such a way that the latter can be easily replaced by the
former without changing any naming facility code.
The following extracts have been taken from a recent
run of the prototype naming and trading facility in order to
demonstrate the implementation of some of the operations
discussed in this paper. The extracts show that it is possi
ble to export an object from a Naming Database and make
it visible in the Export/Import (Trading) Database. Select
ing the “Export Object” menu option (Figure 24) initiates
the export routine which prompts the user to provide the
object’s name. The prototype allows the user to give an
imprecise description of the object and makes use of the
“enquiry” function discussed earlier to locate the object.
In the example, the UName of the object is given and since
only one object with that UName exists in this simple
database, there is no need for the user to choose between
possible matches.
The prototype displays the export visibility value of the
object (i.e., FALSE). This value indicates that the object
has not been exported and is therefore invisible to other
users. The program then prompts the user for details of the
conditions applicable to the export of this object. When all
of these conditions have been entered, the export opera
tion is complete.
The next step in the demonstration of the prototype is
to make an enquiry for the exported object on both the
Naming Database and the Export/Import (Trading) Data
base. The response was identical for'both databases, so
only one instance, that of the Export/Import (Trading)
Database, is shown in Figure 25. This demonstrates that
the object can be viewed in both databases when the export
visibility value is set to TRUE.
These two extracts demonstrate the ability of the pro
totype naming and trading facility to provide the enquiry,
and export operations described. The prototype clearly
demonstrates the feasibility of the concept and design, and
that the contradictory requirements of user autonomy and
object sharing in a distributed environment are not incom
patible or mutually exclusive.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a new and original naming
and trading facility, in particular its export/import part for
the RHODOS distributed operating system and demon
strated the feasibility of the basic naming concepts used in
its logical design. We have shown that a user can preserve
as much autonomy as in a centralised stand alone system
and still share objects (resources, services), since the
RHODOS naming facility hides user objects to fulfil the
former requirement, and provides export and import op
erations for object sharing to fulfil the latter requirement.
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We have also shown that using attributed-based naming
makes the system more user-friendly.
We achieved autonomy by hiding objects, i.e., making
them invisible to other users unless their owner wants
them to be shared. We showed that all exported objects
(objects visible to other users) are “seen” through a socalled export/import (trading) domain. Another major
result was a demonstration that in order to improve user
performance and/or quality of work, a user can use re
sources and services which do not belong to the RHODOS
domain, i.e., they are parts of other distributed and/or
centralised systems. For this purpose, the RHODOS nam
ing facility allows the export and import of objects to/from
those other systems.
Currently, we are carrying out the initial runs of two co
operating prototype traders working in two different nam
ing domains: one supported by attributed names like in
RHODOS and another supported by partitioned names
like in Unix. In the next stage of our research we will
concentrate on both moving the naming and trading facil
ity to a disk and carrying out the study of other name server
and trader architectures. The latter will be followed by
performance studies. After the completion our work and
experiments with the prototypes we will move from a
distributed environment supported by Unix toward the
real RHODOS environment.
Import/Export/Withdrawal Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.

Export Object
Import Object
Withdraw Object
Return to Main Menu.

Enter Option:
1
Please enter the name ol the object to be exported:
UNAME = sunlaser: '
FOUND OBJECT : sunlaser
THE FOLLOWING FULL ATTRIBUTE NAME(S) WAS/WERE FOUND
RHODOS
name
printer
type
print_type
laser
300
resolution
180
speed
5
cost
domain.1
domain
sunlaser
UNAME
lp6
UNAHE
Export Visibility = FALSE
Please enter export conditions:
Your userid : hadan4
Start date lor export : 190ct91
End date lor export : 31Dec91
Usage cost : 33cppage
Conditions ol Withdrawal : ondemand
Domain object is to be exported to : RHODOS
Figure 24: Exporting an Object.
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Enquiry Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Enter Option:

Find Context in Earning Database
Find Object in Earning Database
Find Context in Export/Import (Trading) Database
Find Object in Export/Import (Trading) Database
Return to Main Menu.

4

Enter Object to lind:

UHAHE = sunlaser;

FOUHD OBJECT : sunlaser
THE FOLLQWIHG FULL ATTRIBUTE HAME(S) WAS/HERE FOUHD
name
= RHODOS
type
= printer
printjtype « laser
resolution >= 300
speed
< 180
cost
>= 6
domain
= domainal
UHAHE
- sunlaser
UHAHE
= lp6
Export Visibility = TRUE
0 printer hadan4 190ct9i 31Dec91 33cppage ondemand

(null) RHODOS

Figure 25: Viewing an Exported Object.
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David Williams
Department of Mathematics
University of Newcastle
Newcastle, Australia 2308
acjbooks@maths.newcastle.edu.au
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
28 March 1994
Dear Editor
I refer to the letter from Messrs Hext, Hughes and Lister
(Letter to the Editor, February 1994, p20). Whilst I agree with
the general thrust of their letter that academic computer
science schools do in fact engage in wide-ranging dialogue
and joint ventures with industry, I must challenge their notion
that strategic planning, project management and business
process re-engineering are not appropriate subjects for com
puter science schools to teach since they are already taught by
accounting and management schools.
Both strategic planning and project management are subjects
for which there is a wealth of literature that is specific to
information systems — generic subjects in accounting or man
agement schools would be unlikely to address methods or
techniques such as business systems planning and outsourcing
(strategic planning) or Boehm’s spiral model and Albrecht’s
function points (project management) to name four topics that
come immediately to mind. I can assure Messrs Hext, Hughes
and Lister that there are many more such information systems
specific topics that more than justify the teaching of strategic
planning andprojectmanagementby computing science schools.
The case for business process re-engineering is perhaps
less clear. However, although the subject matter is explicitly
concerned with business processes, the re-engineered busi
ness processes can invariably only be implemented is sup
ported by appropriate technology, particularly information
technology. Business process re-engineering is then closely
allied to information technology and much of the literature is

sourced from information systems disciplines rather than
accounting or management disciplines.
At this point, I have to admit to a semantic difference
between my position and that of Messrs Hext, Hughes and
Lister — this concerns the distinction between ‘computer
science’ and ‘information systems’. Certainly, the argument
in favour of strategic planning, project management and
business process re-engineering only holds for an information
systems perspective and Messrs Hext, Hughes and Lister may
well be correct for ‘pure’ computing science schools. How
ever, many computing science schools and courses to teach
information systems and the subjects under discussion are, I
believe, appropriate to be taught in such schools.
Finally, I am rather surprised to see John Hughes’ name on
the letter. The School of Computing Sciences at the University
of Technology, Sydney (UTS), for which he is the Dean, does
teach both strategic planning and project management as
subjects in the undergraduate Bachelor of Science programme
and at Masters level. In response to Jeremy Firth’s letter
(Letters, November 1993, pl48), all graduates of the School
of Computing Sciences at UTS will have studied project
management and will have had the opportunity to study
strategic planning as an elective.

David Wilson, Senior Lecturer
Associate Editor, Australian Computer Journal
P.S. On a separate matter, I should like to correct the identifi
cation of the Associate Editors for the two papers printed in the
February 1994 Journal. They appear to have been transposed
— certainly I handled the Blair paper, but have no record of
the Moffat and Zobel paper.

CALL FOR PAPERS
The Australian Computer Society (ACS) will be
publishing a special issue of the Australian Computer
Journal on PARALLEL PROCESSING: Algorithms,

Architectures and Applications.
This issue seeks to expose the Australian IT profes
sionals to recent advances in parallel hardware and
software, and to their potential applications. Subjects
may include, but are not limited to: Algorithms and data
structures; fixed and reconfigurable architectures; im
age processing, graphics and GIS-applications; scien
tific and numerical computation; implementations and
systems.
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Prospective authors are invited to submit five copies
of a complete manuscript by 16 September to either of
the GUEST EDITORS.
The special issue is scheduled to be published in May
1995.
Guest Editors:
Dr Bryan Beresford-Smith and Dr Hossam El Gindy
Department of Computer Science
The University of Newcastle
Calaghan, NSW 2308
email: {bbs,hossam} @cs.newcastle.edu.au
Fax: +61 49 21 6929

BOOKS RECEIVED
The following books have been received by the Australian
Computer Journal. A person who feels able to review one of
these books should contact the Associate Editor for Book
Reviews via email at acjbooks@durian.citr.uq.oz.au or by fax
on (07) 878 2842. Potential reviewers are referred to the
announcement of new book review policy guidelines pub
lished on ‘aus.org.acs.books’ on AARNet or in the August,
1992, issue of the Journal.
R. Berwick, S. Abney and C. Tenny (ed.) (1991): Principle Based Parsing:
Computation and Psycholinguistics, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 408pp.
J. Moyne (1991): LISP — A First Language for Computing, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 278pp.
P. Hall (ed.) (1992): Software Reuse and Reverse Engineering in Practice,
Chapman and Hall, 584pp.
P. Hall (ed.) (1992): Software Reuse and Reverse Engineering in Practice,
Chapman and Hall, 584pp.
Utpal Banerjee (1993): Loop Transformations for Restructuring Compilers,
Kluwer Academic, 305pp.
J-M. Berge, et al (1993): VHDL 92 — The New Features of the VHDL
Hardware Description Language, Kluwer Academic, 214pp.
B. Rau and J. Fisher (ed.) (1993): Instruction Level Parallelism, Kluwer
Academic, 282pp.
V. Naik (1993): Multiprocessing—Trade-Offs in Computation and Commu
nication, Kluwer Academic, 198pp.
A. Allen (1993): Computer Performance Analysis with Mathematica, Aca
demic Press, 356pp.

S. Godunov et al (1993): Guaranteed Accuracy in Numerical Linear Algebra,
Kluwer Academic, 535pp.
V. Uspensky and A. Semenov (1993): Algorithms — Main ideas and
applications, Kluwer Academic, 269pp.
A. Menezes (1993): Elliptic Curve Public Key Cryptosystems, Kluwer
Academic, 128pp.
R. Traister (): Leaping from Basic to C++, Academic Press, pp.
A. Luther (1994): Authoring Interactive Multimedia, Academic Press, 298pp.
N. Johnson (ed.) (1994): How to Digitize Video, John Wiley, 464pp.
R. Stevens (1994): Object Oriented Graphics Programming in C++, Aca
demic Press, 498pp.
E. Cox (1994): The Fuzzy Systems Handbook, Academic Press, 615pp.
G. McLain (ed.) (1994): Handbook of Networking and Connectivity, Aca
demic Press, 415pp.
D. Spuler (1994): C++ and C debugging, testing, and reliability, Prentice
Hall, 338pp.
J. Gray (1994): Mastering Mathematica, Academic Press, 644pp.
G. Lindgaard (1994): Usability Testing and System Evaluation, Chapman
and Hall, 393pp.
F. Cohen (1994): A Short Course on Computer Viruses, John Wiley, 250pp.
P. Henry (1994): Making Multimedia with Linkway, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
544pp.
J. Brown (1994): Embedded Systems Programming in C and Assembly, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 304pp.
A. Kulkami (1994): Artificial Neural Networks for Image Understanding,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 210pp.
J. Jaffe (1994): Mastering the SAS System, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 574pp.
E. Tittel and M. Robbins (1994): Network Design Essentials, Academic
Press, 282pp.
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BOOK REVIEWS
BENTLEY, C.: Quality Management within PRINCE, NCC Blackwell,
Oxford England, 154pp„ SA79.95.
There is no doubt that quality is receiving increasing attention in software
projects. Consequently, Quality Systems are now an integral part of the
development of information systems within most forward looking organisa
tions. Typical Quality Systems standards are TickJT (UK), ISO9001 (Inter
national), EN29001 (Europe) and AS3563 (Australia).
PRINCE stands for PRojects IN Controlled Environments. PRINCE is a
structured set of management and control procedures designed for managing
projects in IS/IT environments. It is the UK government’s standard, sup
ported by CCTA and stems from the PROMPT II project management
method which became the UK government standard in 1983. In recognition
of the emerging emphasis on quality the PRINCE methodology has been
enhanced in its quality provisions. In itself it does not meet every requirement
of any of the above quality standards. This is not surprising since PRINCE is
project oriented, whilst the mentioned standards require elements which will
be company-wide. Currently, PRINCE meets about nine of the fourteen
points of ISO9001.
The book contains an overview of the PRINCE method. The book then
presents in detail the specific quality procedures within PRINCE and the ways
in which they reflect the requirements specified in the ISO9001 standard. The
book claims to draw heavily on Bentley’s own extensive experience in the
project management field, however the extent of this experience is not
referenced. The author emphasises that quality cannot be added as an
afterthought but must be built into a project from the outset. In order to
reinforce this he adequately describes in detail the quality planning, review
and testing procedures which should operate during the life of the project.
It is a relatively slim reference book comprising of 66 pages of very well
articulated quality concept discussion and procedures, supplemented with 88
pages of example Quality Control Forms, PRINCE Product Descriptions and
Quality Review Checklists. The supplementary information is sufficiently
generic to be useful as an aide-memoire for anyone involved in establishing
quality procedures to complement a project management method. The brief
chapters on testing and configuration management illustrate succinctly the
importance of these concepts to a sound quality management approach. As
Bentley states, “without them, managers have little or no control over the
products being produced”. Curiously, the PRINCE method does not cover
testing in any detail.
In conclusion, while the complete set of CCTA PRINCE Reference
Manuals are essential for those organisations wishing to adopt the PRINCE
project management method there is also need for a concise and practical
series of guides to the method. Bentley’s book addresses the quality manage
ment aspect in a chatty, concise, British, management style that I found
stimulating. He is also the author of at least two other PRINCE related books.
Here then is a concise reference book intended for both the neophytes of IS/
IT project management and the veterans of many campaigns.
Although not strictly part of this book review, readers may be interested
to know that the CCTA set of PRINCE Reference Manuals are also available
in Braille and on audio cassette.
Jed Bartlett
Department ofDefence
FINKELSTEIN, C. (1992): Information Engineering: Strategic Systems
Development, Addison-Wesley, $62-95, 660pp.
9.5n this, following his 1989 book “An Introduction to Information Engineer
ing”, Clive Finkelstein focuses on the practice of strategic planning and
systems development, and the application of information technology to an
organisation.
The book is neatly divided into four parts: an introduction to the strategic
systems development methodology, an introduction to the data modelling
and process modelling principles used by Information Engineering, corpo
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i Editor: Dr Chris Andrews
rate'strategic planning, and systems development. While this ordering is
appropriate, it is the author’s own recommendation that, once the first
section is read, the following sections may be read according to specific
interests.
Ifoundthebooktobe genuinely helpful in many areas, and extremely well
written and thought out. While based in theory, the application of the
methodologies are supplemented by solid examples.
I’d recommend this book to students of Information Systems and
Analysis, as well as MIS and project managers looking to improve and
refine their art.
Mark White
James Cook University
SHAPIRO, L. and ROSENFELD, A. (ed.) (1992): Computer Vision and
Image Processing, Academic Press, New York, 623pp.
In the beginning of 1991 the journal Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image
Processing (CVGIP) was split into two new journals, namely, CVGIP: Image
Understanding and CVGIP: Graphical Models and Image Processing. The
present book is a collection of papers which underwent the usual review
process of the CVGIP journal and awaiting publication at that stage.
The book contains twenty-six papers. They deal with a number of research
problems related to both computer vision and image processing, with more
emphasis given on the former. Based on the contents of the papers, and in
conformity with the convention followed by CVGIP, the papers have been
divided into the following five groups: image level operations and architectures
(7 papers), representation (3 papers), recognition (6 papers), three dimen
sional (4 papers), and notes (6 papers).
The first paper in the first group, by Alter-Gartenberg, Fales, Huck, and
McCormick, is on “image gathering and processing for high-resolution edge
detection”. In this paper the authors have demonstrated that the conventional
approach of “edge enhancement followed by edge detection” can be im
proved by incorporating a Wiener filter restoration prior to applying the edge
enhancement filter. In the paper on “comer detection and localization in a
pyramid”, Baugher and Rosenfeld proposed an algorithm whose success is
unrelated to the scale of the comers. The other five papers in this group cover
the topics of edge detection using morphological operations, local character
istics ofbinary images, parallel-hierarchical image partitioning, and invariant
architectures for low-level vision.
The three papers in the second group deal with geometric properties of
images. Yates, Anderson, Park, and Mitchel introduce “vision-based render
ing” as a new application of computer graphics which produces images
especially suitable for interpretation through computer vision.
The third group contains papers on pattern representation and recognition
methods as well as some applications. The paper by Wilson and Hodgson
gives a detailed review of the log-polar model of the human visual pathway
(the paper contains 50 references) and proposes an “enhanced log-polar
algorithm” for pattern representation and recognition.
The four papers grouped under the heading “three dimensional” deal with
topics such as image registration based on algebraic metric space theory,
binocular fusion using a log-polar tessellation, and recovery of 3D shapes
using expert-system approach.
The six papers in the “Notes” group are mostly on new algorithms for a
variety of image analysis tasks. Some of these tasks are: texture segmentation
using topographic labels, determination of 3D motion parameters, and
labelling of connected components in a binary image.
As is expected from a collection of research papers in a journal, this book
presents a number of new methods and their comparison with the existing
methods for the researchers to benefit from. Also, in this case, for the readers
of CVGIP this book would serve the purpose of a missing link.
Sid Ray
Monash University, Clayton

NEWS BRIEFS
‘News Briefs' is a regularfeature which covers
local and overseas developments in the compu
ter industry including new products and other
topical events of interest.
VMEbus TIPPED AS A MAJOR GROWTH
SECTOR IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Australia is already starting to reap significant
rewards from VMEbus technology. Engineer
ing standards in this country are very high, and
our proximity to Asia also means we are well
placed to service the growing market for the sort
of products and processes to which VMEbus
solutions apply.
For the uninitiated, VMEbus engineering is
the technology behind many of the worlds more
innovative industrial computer applications such
as robotics, industrial automation, computer vi
sion, communications and several other special
ist areas. It provides such applications with the
high degree of accuracy and reliability neces
sary, and in a form that is not only cost effective,
but, especially when in modular form, extremely
flexible. It is also extensively used in defence
technology for much the same reasons.
The most exciting thing from Australia’s
point of view is that it allows many of our more
talented computer engineers to create world
markets for specialist niche designs.
Already there are forward thinking Austral
ian enterprises who recognise the opportunities
on offer. There are now several examples of
Australia leading the rest of the world. In the
communication field, the ABC & AWA have DCart, a unique automated studio application for
radio broadcasters. NEC Australia are leading
the way with digital mobile phone satellite tech
nology. Telecom have a very clever alarm moni
toring system for use in the maintenance of fibre
optic and radio networks. Telstra are inventing
intelligent telephone networks with features
unmatched anywhere in the world.
BHP, among others, are doing marvellous
things with factory automation and computer
vision. They have even developed a method of
surveying the sea floor from the air using lasers,
technology which even the US navy could not
resist. Email clearly leads the world in fuel
handling automation. The CSIRO are once again
making significant scientific inroads, this time
in the field of mobile robotics.
Such success is not restricted to large organi
sations. Farley Cutting Systems are an Austral
ian company who provide integrated automa
tion for the worlds metal fabrication industry.
The valuable contribution VMEbus technol
ogy will make to Australia’s economic perform
ance is not just limited to its export in finished
form. Its increased application to Australian
industry will no doubt help many manufacturers
to become far more internationally competitive.
For Westinghouse Brake and Signal, for exam
ple, developing VMEbus technology allowed
them to provide a uniquely integrated custom
contracting service for railway systems. This
significant market difference has seen them win
valuable contracts far in excess of their modest
VMEbus investment. One recent contract was
worth over $150m.

Supporting all these VMEbus innovators is
VME Systems, a VME resource company with
offices in both Melbourne and Sydney. They
provide all the modular componentry and tech
nical assistance necessary for success.
IFIP CONGRESS ’94

The 13th World Congress IFIP Congress ’94
“Computer and Communications Evolution —
The Driving Forces” will be held in Hamburg,
Germany from 28 August to 2 September 1994.
The program for the 13 th World Computer
Congress, IFIP ’94, has been designed to be
radically different from recent IFIP World Com
puter Congresses. There is an historic opportu
nity to influence the direction of computing and
communications in this Congress. Recent IFIP
World Computer Congresses were designed for
more passive audiences. This Congress is a bold
experiment to involve Congress participants di
rectly in generating a number of focused mes
sages to the computing and communications
community, with recommendations concerning
future directions. In other words, this Congress
is designed to produce immediate results. If you
want to participate in shaping the future of
Computing and Communications, this Congress
is for you.
The first part of the Congress will be in a
more traditional style, with presentation of
papers concerned with computing and com
munications foundations, technology, appli
cations, and impacts five years from now, in
the year 2000. More than 100 invited speak
ers and more than 140 submitted papers have
been selected to lay the foundation for as
sessment of issues and generation of recom
mendations in the form of action agendas
during the second half of the Congress. These
action agendas will be the Congress Message
— the results
MULTILINGUAL TUTORIAL FOR
BETTER KEYBOARD SKILLS

Help to learn or improve typing skills and also
improve a knowledge of European languages is
provided by personal computer software from
Britain.
Fingers for Windows, from Apt Projects, is
said to be the first multilingual software tutorial
available and can be used on most personal
computers.
Designed to be interactive and easy to use,
the tutorial includes over 800 graded exer
cises and is based around three levels of
learning. The first teaches how to link fingers
with specific keys; the second moves on to
typing of short phrases and to grammatical
construction; and the third builds up fluency
and typing speed.
The tutorial is available in Dutch, Eng
lish, French, German, Italian, Spanish and
American English versions. Each language
can be mixed with others so that, for exam
ple, the on-screen instructions can be in the
native language, the lesson content in an
other, and the keys can match another na
tional layout. There are more than 12 key
board types in the repertoire, not only for
language but for such devices as portable

computers and electronic notebooks.
The student’s progress is recorded in a log
and each level of achievement is marked by the
printing of an exam certificate. To combat learner
fatigue, the tutorial incorporates two computer
games: Frog in the Well and Rocket launch.
The company plans to extend the range of
languages even further, offering greater choice
to the user. In order to accommodate the various
modules in the computer and to perform at a
sufficient speed, a 20 MHz386 computer with
3M bits of RAM is a minimum requirement.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

A draft guide to quality management systems in
education and training has just been published
by Standards Australia. The proposed guide is
relevant to all industries and, when finalised,
will help to change the face of education and
training in Australia.
According to Brian Rowe, from Standards
Australia, the draft document is as relevant to
small, private training enterprises as it is to
larger establishments such as schools, colleges
and universities.
“The guide will help all education provid
ers interpret the requirements of AS 3901,
which is equivalent to NZS 9001 and ISO
9001, although some education providers will
find AS3902 is adequate for their needs”, Mr
Rowe explained.
Designed for easy use, the guide takes the
reader clause-by-clause through AS3901, ex
plaining in language and terms relevant to the
education industry the standard’s requirements.
Importantly, the proposed guide also gives
examples of the way in which the various quality
elements should be applied.
“The generic nature of quality management
standards, which apply to any industry and any
sized enterprise, often mean that interpretation
of the requirements can be confusing especially
for service providers”.
“The development of a guide specifically
aimed at educators and trainers will make the
complex task of implementing a quality man
agement system easier, and ensure that this im
portant industry is not left behind in the wide
spread move towards improved management
practices”, Mr Rowe said.
He emphasised, however, that the implemen
tation of a quality management system by an
education provider does not determine the con
tent of programs used by the provider but is
concerned with the management and adminis
tration of the organisation.
“A properly implemented quality manage
ment system will ensure that education and
training is administered in a timely and effective
manner to the satisfaction of the clients”, he
added.
The draft guide, Quality system guidelines,
Part X: Guidelines to AS3901/NZS 9001/
ISO9001 for the education and training industry
(DR94169) is available for comment until 30
June 1994. It may be purchased from any office
of Standards Australia, or by contacting the
National Sales Centre, phone (02) 746 4600, fax
(02) 746 3333.
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• The Whole Internet User's
Guide and Catalog 2nd Edn

0

Krol
Comprehensive and bestselling introduction
to the Internet. In addition to email, file
transfer, remote login, and network news,
special attention is given to some new tools
such as World Wide Web and its multimedia
browser, Mosaic.

SECURITY

Data
Communications/
Networking

If
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• Network Security

ISBN: 1565920635 N/l/A

Shaffer & Simon
Practical guide to designing and
implementing a variety of fundamental
security mechanisms.

Zen and the Art of the Internet
3rd Edn

ISBN: 0126380104 I

$79.95

Networking with Personal
Netware Due July

@ The BBS Construction Kit
(Bk/Disk)
Wolfe
This book/disk set can get you up and
running in one day. With 3.5" disk, all the
software needed to turn any computer into a
fully operative Bulletin Board System (BBS).
ISBN: 0471007978 I/A

$47.95

ISBN: 0471307599 I/A

Kehoe
International classic over 50,000 copies
sold. This new edition details the latest
developments on the Net including MTV,
bulletin boards, how to connect to popular
services, and much more!
ISBN: 0131214926 N/l

$49.95

Kurie
Combines technology with graphic design,
allowing designers to use copyright-free,
computer-generated icons to enhance thenwork. With 50 city-related icons, each original
- designed and illustrated especially for this
package.
ISBN: 0945814240 N/l/A

,

$99.00

111 ...

Databases

Nowrffi.

$42.95

INTERNET

Kirk
All new innovative tools for the graphics
programmer. These tools are immediately
accessible and useful in writing elegant
programs.

• Novell’s CNA Study Guide
(Bk/2 Disks)

ISBN: 0124096735 (IBM) A
ISBN: 0124096727 (MAC) A

Clarke
This book is for system managers who aspire
to become Certified NetWare Administrators.
ISBN: 0782111394 A

$105.00

• Novell’s Guide to Managing
Small NetWare Networks
Lindberg
Clear non-technical explanations of all the
essential NetWare tools and tasks - with
many easy-to-follow, real world examples.
For NetWare 2.2,3.11, and 3.12 networks
with 2 to 100 workstations.

VELLOH PUSES
« The Internet Yellow Pages

ISBN: 0782112382 N/l/A

Hahn
Unique "phone-book" design and easy-toreference alphabetical format allow ease of
use for this comprehensive directory. This
book transcends area codes and borders to
provide up-to-date information for Internet
users around the globe.
$59.95

$50.00

• Novell’s Guide to Multiprotocol
Internetworking (Bk/2 Disks)
Chappell & Spicer
Provides a "blueprint" of various local and
wide area network configurations. Includes
the "Internetworking Configuration Program"
- an interactive training disk allowing readers
to configure their own internetwork.
ISBN: 0782112919 A

Mastering Serial
Communications

$70.00

9 Access Insider

ISBN: 0471304301 I

NetWare. 4.0
Netwodcs

$45.95

• Programming Paradox 4.5
for Windows 2nd Edn
Jensen & Anderson
Covers standard and work group editions.
A practical introduction to Object PAL and
lots more.
ISBN: 0782114598 N/l/A

$70.00

• Mastering Q&A for Windows
Eddy & Swertfager
Hands-on guide covers the new Windows
version of Q&A with special coverage of
Windows basics for users changing from Q&A
for DOS.
$57.95

ACCESS

Communications 2nd Edn

$55.95

• Novell’s Guide to NetWare
4.01 Networks
Currid & Saxon
The system administrator's bible; a
comprehensive guide to installing, operating
and maintaining a NetWare 4.x LAN.
Covers NetWare 4.0 and 4.01.
$70.00

• Novell’s Guide to NetWare

Prague & Irwin
Bestselling tutorial and reference to
Microsoft's exciting new version of database
software for Windows. Highlights include:
Access basics background and overview of
new features; Installation tips; Basic database
usage and design, plus case studies.
ISBN: 1568840861 N/l/A

$79.95

Sant'Angelo
The power user's guide to NetWare! This
tutorial/reference is the perfect guide to
installing and maintaining LANs.

Chappell
Offers detailed analysis and performance
benchmarking techniques for NetWare
versions 2.x and 3.x and Ethernet 802.3 LANs.
Also included is a complete presentation of
NetWare protocols IPX/SPX, NCP, Burst
Mode, SAP, RIP and more.

Spence
Covers Object-Oriented Programming using
Clippers' TBROWSE and GET Classes and
Programming Clipper for Networks.

ISBN: 0672302098 I/A

ISBN: 0782111432 A

ISBN: 0782110975 A

$71.95

Omura
Explains everything from the rudiments of
the program through to the most advanced
3D modelling and animation feature.
Disk contains valuable AutoCAD utilities
and shareware.
ISBN: 0782111343 N/l

$60.00

$70.00

• Mastering CorelDRAW 4.0
Altman
Down-to-earth guide to using CORELDRAW
for virtually any illustration or technical
drawing project. Companion CD contains all
drawings presented in book plus hundreds of
type faces and utilities.
ISBN: 0782113265 N/l/A

$75.00

Mastering CorelDRAW! 4
(Bk/Disk)

$69.95

• PC World: Microsoft Access
2.0 Bible 2nd Edn (Bk/Disk)

LAN Analysis

® NetWare Unleashed (Bk/Disk)

$69.95

• Mastering AutoCAD Release 12
5th Edn (Bk/Disk)

ISBN: 1566090997 I/A

ISBN: 0782112749 HA

UNLEASHEDl

ISBN: 0125184115 I

Dickman
Assembles the largest team of Draw
professionals of any book on the subject, to
tack such topics as: page layout, slide creation,
colour theory...as well as covering
CorelSHOW, CorelCHART,
CorelPHOTOPAINT, CorelMOVE and
CorelTRACE.

BIBLE cb=

Gofton
Suitable for programmers and end users who
want to fully understand Serial
Communications. Extensive new material on
windows and LAN's.

Nielsen
Broad coverage of different hypertext systems,
as well as their features and applications,
using many concrete examples and
illustrations of real systems.

(Bk/Disk)

g PC WORLD

® Mastering Serial

each $109.95

• Hypertext and Hypermedia

Young, Editor Weiskamp
Become a power user!
* Secrets * Undocumented features * Shortcuts
* Innovative ideas for tapping each program's
full potential * Scenarios illustrating how to
solve real-life problems.

ISBN: 0782113974 N/l/A

ISBN: 0782112021 A

Iconopolis - A Collection of City
Iconographies (Bk/2 Disks)

• Graphics Gems III (Bk/Disk)

Gilster
Bestseller, Over 50,000 copies sold. Examines
the Internet system as a whole, explores new
methods of access, and describes its unique
features. With detailed explanations of
various tools, file transfers, searches and
network exploration.

ISBN: 0078820235 N/l/A

$49.95

$42.95

CNA
Study Guide

The Internet Navigator:
A New User’s Guide to
Network Exploration

ISBN: 0471597821 N/l/A

Currid
From the bestselling author of the
Fundamentals of Networking with Personal
Netware. Tips for sharing files, hard disk
directories, printers, CD-ROMs and providing
network security.

Desktop Publishing

• Spence’s Clipper 5.2 Power
Programmers Guide (Bk/Disk)

$95.00

Photoshop Wow! Book
Macintosh Edn (Bk/Disk)
Dayton & Davis
Really two books in one - an easy-to-follow,
step-by-step tutorial of Photoshop
fundamentals; plus over 150 pages of tips
and techniques for getting the most out
of Photoshop version 2.5. Full colour
throughout.
ISBN: 1566090040 I/A

$69.95

• = New/Just Released

• The QuarkXPress Book
Macintosh 4th Edn
Blatner, Stimely & Taub
Winner of the 1991 Benjamin Franklin Award
(computer book category). Clear and breezy
explanations; up-to-date changes; real-world
examples; and a proven track record as the
bestselling QuarkXpress book ever.
ISBN: 1566091292 I/A

• Virtual Reality Systems

integrate high-quality audio and special
effects and output PC-produced videos to
videotape.
ISBN: 0471014400 A

with

Eamshaw, Gigante & Jones
Of interest to all researchers and practitioners
in computer graphics and human-computer
interaction.

$67.95

ISBN: 0122277481 I

$100.95

A Practical Guide to
Creating Applications

Mm
VIRTUAL
REALITY

$59.95

• Multimedia with QuickTime:
A Practical Guide to Creating
Applications
Radecki
Learn how to create your own QuickTime
applications through the practical guidelines
in the book.

It’s Alive: The New Breed of
Living Computer Programs
(Bk/Disk) Due May
Real World PageMaker 5.0:
Industrial Strength Techniques
Macintosh Edn
Kvern, Roth & Fraser
This award winning bestseller on PageMaker
just got better! Enhanced and updated for
PageMaker 5.0 with 100's of high-powered
techniques collected from 1000's of hours of
real world experience.
ISBN: 0679791698 I/A

$49.95

Emerging
Technologies

ISBN: 0125747500 I

ISBN: 0471008605 A

ISBN: 1878739395 N/l/A

JMOUMJU wnvvu-v

Book 2nd Edn (Bk/Disk)

Watkins, Sadun & Marenka
Provides a comprehensive resource for
creating your own images. Disk requires
at least a 286 with maths co-processor.
ISBN: 012737860X A

$109.95

Ridge
Revised and expanded to include all the latest
Sound Blaster products, including the Sound
Blaster 16 ASP. 3V2" HD Disk packed with
useful sound utilities and sound files.
ISBN: 0078820006 N/l/A

Database

$96.95

DEVELOPER'S GUIDE
nilli Visual Basic" It

Cohen & Wallace
The first book to provide a comprehensive
look at the radiosity method for image
synthesis and tools required to achieve
quality results. Includes 16 pages of fullcolour images.
ISBN: 0121782700 A

$99.95

\flRVUAL

Multi Media

Jennings
Your ultimate source for information and tips:
• In-depth coverage of Windows database
programming techniques * Convert other
database applications to Visual Basic 3.0
• Tips for using OLE 2.0, OLE Automation,
the ODBC API, and SQL passthrough.

MAN WIXLIBLAT

>

McNeill & Freiberger
Not only a compelling tale of this remarkable
new technology and the visionary computer
scientists who are inventing the future, but
also a disturbing lesson in shortsighted
business practices.

• The Fuzzy Systems Handbook:
Concepts, Design and
Implementation (Bk/Disk)

\

ISBN: 0672304406 I/A

• Virtual Reality: Applications
and Explorations

OR K VII NG
Ml LIT VIKDIA
ON VOlfIt PC

Wexelblat
Makes clear the diverse ways that virtual
environments can be useful tools and suggests
exciting directions for the future.

Includes

ISBN: 0127450459 A

-gi.

$89.95

the IBM

Cox
Comprehensive introduction to fuzzy logic.
Shows the complete process of designing,
implementing and maintaining a platformindependent fuzzy system model.
ISBN: 0121942708 A

• Database Developer’s Guide
with Visual Basic 3 (Bk/Disk)

REALITY
\ mams
ond EXFLORATlOSS

• Fuzzy Logic

$18.95

$109.95

ssr
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(Bk/CD-ROM) Due May
The San Francisco Canyon Company Inc.
Editor Weiskamp
Offers practical guidance on converting video
movies and provides expert advice on
selecting, editing, and preparing videos to be
digitized. Thoroughly explains how to

• Using Visual Basic
Feldman
The perfect introduction to Creating Windows
interfaces with Visual Basic.
ISBN: 088022763X N/l

$61.95

• The Visual Guide to Visual
Mansfield
What better way to showcase Visual Basic 3.0
than virtually? The most convenient,
comprehensive reference available with
over 400 commands and more than
600 illustrations.

Creating Multimedia on your
PC with CD ROM (Bk/CD-ROM)
Badgett & Sandler
The IBM Ultimedia Toolkit CD-ROM presents
32 presentations (equal to 117 software
diskettes), 16 are full working applications
that you can use to build your own
multimedia presentations.
ISBN: 0471589284 I

$87.95

Basic for Windows 2nd Edn

V UHimcdia
Tools Series CD with
22 commercial sample programs
for creating multimedia

$50.95

• The Multimedia Production
• How to Digitize Video

Languages
Basic
"C"

Virtual Reality

Synthesis

i Fractals Everywhere 2nd Edn

ISBN: 1863950125 I

$69.95

• Radiosity and Realistic Image

Barnsley
Shows how fractal geometry can be used
to model real objects in the physical world.
The most complete and up-to-date fractal
book available.

$69.95

• Sound Blaster: The Official

Modern Image Processing-.

• Modern Image Processing:

FRACTALS
EVERYWHERE

Waite Group’s Virtual Reality
Creations (Bk/Disk/Stereo Fresnel
Viewers)
Stampe, Roehl & Eagan
Use this book, along with the included
REND386 software and Fresnel Viewers,
to build virtual walkthroughs of alien
landscapes, old west and medieval worlds,
and more.

$67.95

Warping, Morphing, and
Classical Techniques (Bk/Disk)

ISBN: 0120790610 A

$75.95

Cohen
Finest book on this emerging topic. Cohen
looks at the "live" software including
computer viruses, neural networks,
sophisticated games,
and more.

Handbook for the PC, Macintosh
and Amiga

ISBN: 1566040639 N/l

$59.95

• The Virtual Reality Construction
Kit (Bk/Disk) Due May
Gradecki
Sick of 3D glasses and overviews? Then here
are 12 projects! No programming or
electronics experience required!
ISBN: 0471009539 N/l

$47.95

• The Complete C+ + Primer

Yager
This is the most comprehensive guide
available to professional multimedia products,
technologies and techniques. The first multi
platform, hands-on guide of its kind for
multimedia production.

• Virtual Reality Excursions with
Watkins & Marenka
Readers can create their own virtual world
and actually interact with it.

Weiskamp & Flamig
An easy way to master C++. Packed with
easy-to-follow complete programs. Written
for C Programmers.

ISBN: 0127680306 I

ISBN: 0127378650 A

ISBN: 0127426884 I

$84.95

Programs in C (Bk/Disk)

$91.95

2nd Edn

$79.95

• Conquering C+ + Pointers

Type & Learn C (Bk/Disk)

Traister
Investigates how pointers are used in C++,
and how to conquer this challenging aspect
of the language.

Swan
A fresh new approach to learning C from
today's international bestselling computer
programming author - and it includes FREE
Turbo C++ 2.0 compiler!

ISBN: 0126974209 I

$79.95

ISBN: 156884073X N/l

$69.95

Workplace Shell Classes and Hello World
fromSOM/WPS.
ISBN: 0442018339 I

$87.95

OS/211

II 11 IIIIIIII K

(Bk/Disk)

• Novell's Guide to UnixWare
1.1

Perry
This classic text has been updated to help you
achieve proficiency and expertise with
Borland C++.

C C C C
• Mastering C

$81.95

Rudd
The ultimate C programming reference
presented in 3 parts - C Language Elements,
Standard Library, and C in Practice, providing
quick and easy access to information and
examples.

ISBN: 0442015984 I

• Using C in Software Design

Gurewich & Gurewich
Write DOS and Windows Programmes with
C++ in just two weeks!

Leach
Provides a creative approach to learning C
by emphasising software engineering.

(Bk/Disk)

ISBN: 0782114199 N/l/A

$57.95

• Mastering C Pointers: Tools for
Programming Power 2nd Edn
(Bk/Disk)
Traister
Complete coverage of using and controlling
C language pointers to make C applications
more powerful and expressive.
ISBN: 0126974098 I

$79.95

ISBN: 0124402100 A

Workplace

• Using Workplace OS/2

ISBN: 0442015909 I

IS ris

$52.95

Microsoft Visual (>
Programming

SttmlMnirimi

DOS/

• Mastering Microsoft Visual
C+ + Programming (Bk/Disk)
Young
Discover time-saving techniques for writing
windows, MS-DOS and QUICK-WIN
programmes with Visual C++.
ISBN: 078211282X I/A

$85.00

Peek et al
Technical yet accessible information,
consisting of tips, tricks, concepts, and freely
available software. CD-ROM includes perl,
GNU EMACS, pbmplus, ispell, screen, the sc
spreadsheet, and approx. 60 other freeware
programs.
ISBN: 067979073X I/A

$120.00

• The GUI-OOUI War: Windows
VS OS/2
Mandel
Create interfaces that let users do what they
want, when and how they want. Essential
reading for systems and software designers
and programmers.
ISBN: 0442017502 /

...

$62.95

More Windows 3.1 Secrets
(Bk/Disk)

WRITING OS/2 2.1
DEVICE DMUEItSxC

Mastering

$70.00

Unix Power Tools (Bk/CD-ROM)

Brown & Howard
Convert easily and quickly from Windows
and Macintosh environments to OS/2; set up,
maintain and customize your own workplace
environment: Power up with exclusive
coverage of OS/2's Multimedia Presentation
Manager/2 Under Workplace and other
advanced features.

DOS
OS/2
Unix
Windows

ISBN: 0782112927 A

POWER
TOOLS

$89.95

Operating Systems

Negus & Schumer
Easy to understand guide to setting up,
operating and integrating UnixWare into a
NetWare network environment.

$87.95

$42.95

• Mastering C+ + (Bk/Disk)
From C to C+ + in 2 week

Mastering

• OS/2 Corporate Programmers
Handbook (Bk/Disk)
Scholin, Sullivan & Scragg
With this book written by OS/2 insiders, you
will be able to immediately write and
implement useful new applications. Enclosed
diskette contains codes and functions used in
book.

USING C -i

ISBN: 0471608203 N/l/A

UnkWarc 1.1

contours ntocnwMin's

• Using Borland C+ + 4

ISBN: 1565293045 I/A

Novdlk Guide Jo

Livingston
More valuable undocumented and hard-tofind features of Microsoft Windows from
Brian Livingston, Windows guru. Disk
includes more utilities that Microsoft left
out...a war chest filled with software.

• Writing OS/2 2.1 Device Drivers
in C 2nd Edn (Bk/Disk)

ISBN: 1568840195 I/A

Robbins & Thomas
Includes Mastering DOS 6 Special Edition
and FREE Instant Reference. Easy to follow
lessons and practical exercises. VALUE!

Mastrianni
This updated edition provides you with the
skills to write OS/2 device drivers and get
applications working fast. Includes disk with
ready to use source code.

Davis
EVERYTHING you ever wanted to know
about Windows! Includes a coupon for a
FREE book and FREE disk.

ISBN: 0782114687 N/l/A

ISBN: 0442017294 I

• DOS 6.2/Bundle

$60.00

$85.00

The Windows 3.1 Bible

ISBN: 1566090156 N/l/A

$59.95

$83.95

More titles from the
SOLUTIONS series -

1V1SM&+

g

fOK

Your Instant Help-line!

Windows Primer
Keith Gnrganus

• Microsoft Visual C+ +
Windows Primer (Bk/Disk)
Gurganus
An introductory, hands-on tutorial for
programming with Microsoft Visual C++.
Disk contains source code.
ISBN: 0123086507 I

$89.95•

• More DOS for Dummies
Gookin
Millions of people have raved about DOS For
Dummies, the #1 computer book 72 weeks in
a row! MORE DOS for Dummies with more
tips and shortcuts! Plus, coverage of DOS 6!
ISBN: 1568840462 N/l

$39.95

Teach Yourself...DOS 6.0
Stevens
Powerful how-to book provides a structured
tutorial that helps you master DOS 6.0.
Includes, installing DOS 6.0; DOS 6.0
commands; The DOS Path; The DOSSHELL
Program; The DOSKEY Program; Batch
Files...and more.
ISBN: 155828253X N/l

• Object Windows for C+ +:
A Shortcut to Windows
Programming (Bk/Disk)
Traister
Shortcuts and hands-on advice that simplify
Windows programming.
ISBN: 0126974152 /

$89.95

$39.95

• Client/Server Programming
with OS/2 2.1 3rd Edn
Orfali & Harkey
Updated bestseller with outstanding chapters
of TCP/IP, Lan Server and Netware, Tutorial
on NETBIOS, the Named Pipes, Transaction
Servers, SOM, Object Oriented Programming,

• The Magic Garden Explained:
The Internals of UNIX System V
Release 4-An Open Systems
Design

Troubleshooting Guides quickly
diagnose problems and refer you
to the right page for help. With
smart tips from the experts
and quick solutions that refer
you to detailed explanations.
The
most
efficient
"Help
Desk" you've ever consulted!

Goodheart & Cox
The first book of its nature to be fully
approved by Novell Inc., UNIX Systems
Group, this is the ultimate, authoritative
reference on the subject. Exercises at the end
of chapter and a case study throughout.
ISBN: 0130981389 I/A

$59.95

Windows Configuration
Handbook: A Complete Guide
to Optimizing Your System for
Windows 3.1
VJoram
By PC wizard and bestselling author. Written
in plain english, helps the user interpret
cryptic error messages, solve troublesome
problems, and achieve maximum
performance.
ISBN: 0679791132 I

$59.95

• 1-2-3 for Windows Solutions
Elaine J. Marmel
ISBN: 0471598399 N/l $49.95

• Excel 5 for Windows
Solutions
Conatser
ISBN: 0471303305 N/l $49.95

Other Books of Interest
I!
HIE

Business Software Companion

9>The Mathematica Programmer (Bk/Disk)

Badgett & Sandler
The only task-oriented reference guide
to the 14 leading applications, with project-by-project guidance on
how to use popular business software to tackle your everyday
computer projects.

Maeder
Covers the use of Mathematica as a programming language.
Shows what it is really like to program in Mathematica.
ISBN: 0124649904 A

$99.95

The Mathematic#

Programmer

ISBN: 0471569402 N/l/A $44.95

•PC Computing: How Computers
HOW
WORK

• Compact Guide to Microsoft Office

COMPUTERS

Mansfield
This combination tutorial and reference covers the latest versions of Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Mail.
ISBN: 0782114830 N/l/A

$60.00

l k. fiompfrifp.

Roman IMaidcr

Work
White
BESTSELLER! Take an exciting visual journey into the heart
of the personal computer. See how the PC "wakes up" and
checks itself when switched on; how keyboards, mice and
other input devices send information to the computer - and
more!
ISBN: 1562760947 N/l $44.95

The Complete AppleScript Handbook
(Bk/disk)
Technotrends: How to Use Technology to Go
Beyond Your Competition

Goodman
This self-contained toolkit from best-selling author teaches
you AppleScript from the ground up, providing you with
the tools you need to automate repetitive tasks and integr
ate Macintosh applications.
ISBN: 0679791485

N/l

$79.95

Danny Goodman

g

£2]

Burrus
Get an edge on tomorrow, from the world's foremost technology
forecaster. Sparks innovations and solves problems with cutting-edge
strategies in a fun-to-play card game format
Book/Card Pack Bundle

Computer Consultants Guide: Real-Life Strategies
for Building a Successful Consulting Career
Due July
Real-Life
Strategies for
BUIIDING A SUECESSFUl
Consultihg Career

Ruhl
A blueprint for success in one of today's hottest fields.
ISBN: 0471596612 N/l/A

$33.95

$45.00

• Usability Engineering
Nielsen
Provides the tools needed to avoid usability surprises and improve product quality.
Includes step-by-step information on which method to use at various cycles during
the development lifecycle.
ISBN: 0125184050 A

Cross-Platform Power Tools: Application
Development for the Macintosh, Windows,
and Windows NT (Bk/CD-ROM)
Due June

Cross-Platform
Power Tools

Windows.Word & Excel

Windows, Word & Excel Office Companion
2nd Edn
Bums
The essential guide to Microsoft's bestselling software trio,
this three-in-one reference provides users with the necessary
information to successfully work with all three software
packages.

Petrucci
Details the issues, techniques and methodologies of cross
platform development, and provides pozverful libraries to
help you implement applications across three of the most
popular computing platforms today.
ISBN: 0679791477 N/l/A

$79.95

ISBN: 1566040833 N/l

$44.95

Hard Drive: Bill Gates and the Making of the Microsoft
Empire

$99.95

Wallace & Erickson

®The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering
Two Volume Set
Editor-in-Chief: Marciniak
Sets the standard for reference works
in this exciting new field. By leading authorities, explores and discusses
the principles of the discipline and contains biographical sketches of
key figures in software engineering. Unprecedented in the amount of
information, its breadth, scope, attention to detail and organisation.
0471540048 A

$495.00

Macworld Complete Mac Handbook 2nd Edn (Bk/CD-ROM)
Heid
Your ultimate guide to using, mastering and expanding your Mac, including the
latest models. Loaded with new tips and techniques on System 7.1, Powerbooks,
QuickTime, AppleScript and more. "Required reading for the power user - and
anyone who wants to be one." Frank Casanova, Apple Computers.
ISBN: 1568840330 N/l/A

"...there is no story more compelling than how Bill Gates progressed from being
school boy programmer to America's youngest and richest multi-billionaire." - Jack
Schofield on his choice of Hard Drive as The Guardian Computer Book of the Year.
ISBN: 047194081X

$16.95

• The Oxford Dictionary for the Business World
Oxford University Press
A concise, dictionary of everyday English
plus a comprehensive coverage of business and computing terms.
Includes 8000 special entries on key terms of business activities and
related abbreviations, essential information
on countries and cities, travel information, statistics and tips and
checklists for compiling business charts, graphs, and presentations.
ISBN: 0198631251

OXFORD
DICTIONARY

$39.95

$79.95

• Mastering the SdS System 2nd Edn
Jaffe
Fully revised to cover latest SAS version 6.07 and 6.08. It makes
the most powerful features of the base SAS software accessible
and understandable to programmers and end-users alike.
ISBN: 0442012950 I

Updated and now in paperback!

$98.95•

Process Innovation: Re-Engineering Work Through
Information Technology
Davenport
A rich study of the strategic and operational dimensions of organizational change.
Describes the methods for obtaining maximum use of information technology's
potential to redesign businesses for the 21st century.
ISBN: 0875843662

$59.95

• McGills - Professional, Technical, General and Hard-To-Find titles ... we will obtain any publication currently in print.
• Library Service - Offered to local Corporate, Public and Academic libraries.
• Magazines & Newspapers - Local, Interstate, National and International. Enquire about our FREE Melbourne CBD delivery service.
• Subscriptions - Any periodical worldwide.
• Information Advantage - Our Update - Mailings will keep you informed.

MS-DOS
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Visual QuickStart Guides

By Example Self-Paced Training Books

k This series of books applies a new approach to learning
computer software—designed to make learning far more
visual. Each title in the series uses extensive screen shots
and graphical images to form the basis of the guide. They
provide a fresh alternative to the normal run-of-the-mill
quick reference guides. With the pictures in the guide
becoming the main theme, the reader can actually see
what is being taught, simplifying the learning process.
These books are ideal for beginners who want to learn the
program from scratch, or for more advanced users who
need to find out how to perform an unfamiliar task.

The series of self-paced training books (By Example
publications) are unique in providing a wide range of
exercises allowing the reader to experiment with the
different concepts of the program to which they apply.
These exercises reinforce the concepts and help to
strengthen the readers confidence with using the
program.
By Example Titles

RRP

‘CorelDRAW! 3 BE

Visual QuickStart (VQG) Titles

j*;.W*b«ti

RRP

$54.95

‘CorelDRAW! 4 BE

$64.95

DOS 6 BE

$34.95
$54.95

‘CorelDRAW! 3 VQG

$34.95

‘Excel 4 for Windows BE

‘CorelDRAW! 4 VQG

$29.95

‘Excel 5 for Windows BE

$54.95

‘Excel 5 for Windows VQG

$29.95

‘Lotus 1-2-3 V4 for Windows BE

$54.95

Excel 4 for the Mac VQG

$29.95

PageMaker 5 -MAC BE

$54.95

‘Lotus 1 -2-3 V4 for Windows VQG

$29.95

‘PageMaker 5 - Windows BE

$54.95

MS Word 5.1 for the Mac VQG

$29.95

‘Word 6 for Windows BE

$54.95

‘MS Word 6 for Windows VQG

$29.95

‘Word 2 for Windows Desktop Pub.

$49.95

MS-DOS 6/Intro to PCs VQG

$29.95

‘WordPerfect 6 for Windows BE

$54.95

PageMaker 5 - Mac Edition VQG

$29.95

WordPerfect 6 for DOS BE

$54.95

Works 3 for Windows BE

$49.95

‘PageMaker 5 - PC Edition VQG

$29.95

‘Windows 3.1- Expanded Edition

$29.95

‘WordPerfect 5.2 - Windows

$29.95

WordPerfect 6 for DOS

$29.95

‘WordPerfect 6 for Windows

$29.95

COMPUTER BASED

‘Works 3 for Windows

$29.95

TRAINING products.

Works 3 for the MAC

$24.95

SMART Training Packs
ELECTRONIC BASED
TRAINING products...

WISE Guide Series
This new delivery of training transfers our hardcopy books
onto computer using innovative electronic publishing
technology—you can reference all your training information
on your PC. Our new electronic books allow users to add their
own text, which can be useful in adding your own notes to a
book. You can name any page and save it as an electronic
bookmark, for instant retrieval at any time. The on-screen text
can be varied in size, font type, and colour, and you can
change the colour of the text background. The search facilities
allow you to quickly find any major topic. Hyptertext
capability allows the user to move through the book to find
exact details of required information. Requires Windows 3.1
to run.
WISE Guide Titles Floppy Disk
CD-ROM
Version

Version

(with sound)
♦Windows 3.1 WISE Guide

$49.95

NO

♦DOS 6/Windows 3.1 comb. WISE Guide$59.95

$69.95

♦CorelDRAW 4 WISE Guide

$49.95

NO

♦Excel 4-5 Upgrade WISE Guide

$38.95

NO

♦Excel 5 WISE Guide

$59.95

NO

Word 2-6 Upgrade WISE Guide

$38.95

NO

♦Word 6 WISE Guide

$59.95

NO

♦Word6/Excel 5 Combined WISE

$89.95

NO

*Value $150 absolutely FREE!
Offer extended until 30 June 1994!
$150 Software Bonus Bundle FREE with every Windows
Publication. Bonus software includes:

SMART Packs are your complete training solution. Each
SMART Pack includes a Computer Based Training (CBT)
interactive software program (or an interactive electronic
book), a comprehensive training manual, a hands-on
exercise workbook, and a self-paced learning guide.
The CBT software is the interactive learning tool that
allows you to learn PC software where it’s easiest—on
your PC and in your own time. The comprehensive training
manual is a reference guide that uses an easy to follow,
visual approach. The hands-on exercises reinforce what
you have learned from the CBT and training manual, using
the successful step-by-step approach unique to the Webster
& Associates training collection.
The self-paced learning guide is the key to the SMART
Packs. It takes the hard work out of co-ordinating the
SMART Pack components by outlining manageable
lessons that lead you from the basic to the more advanced
topics using modules from the CBT, chapters from the
comprehensive training manual, and related hands-on
exercises. Presented in three-ring binders, the SMART
Packs are excellent value for a complete software training
solution.
SMART Pack Titles

RRPCBT Disk

‘CorelDRAW! 3 SP

$99.00

YES

‘CorelDRAW! 4 SP

$99.00

YES

‘Lotus 1-2-3 V4 SP

$99.00

YES

MS-DOS 6/Intro to PCs SP

$79.00

YES

‘Windows 3.1 SP

$99.00

YES

‘Word 6 for Windows SP

$99.00

YES

‘Works 3 for Windows SP

$89.00

YES

‘Excel 5 for Windows SP

$99.00

YES

WordPerfect 6 for DOS SP

$99.00

YES

‘WordPerfect 6 for Windows SP

$99.00

YES

*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Design and Layout Computer Based Training Software - Tutorial on computer design skills
Webview Graphics Viewing program - view and convert BMP, TIFF, PCX, DIB, JBG, GIF, PCT,
TGA files.
CD-Audio-Play your audio CDS and program tracks.
Electronic Dictionary-on-line access to computer terms
Two games - Blackjack and Poker - test your game skills against the PC.

All titles written
and published in
Australia
AUSTRALIAN MADE

Mastering

teach
■L”
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Spreadsheets

Bestselling
“Using" Books

Excel 5.0

Millions of Copies
Sold Worldwide!
Teach Yourself Excel 5.0

• Microsoft Word 6 For

Weingarten
Gives the reader tools and techniques needed
to plan, create and maintain worksheets for
business solutions. Enjoy easy-to-follow,
well-organised steps to creating spreadsheets.

Exce£*(

ISBN: 1558283323 N/l

Windows/Bundle

$42.95

Each a tutorial and reference and
providing advice on how to boost your
productivity and performance.

Mansfield
Includes Mastering Word 6 for Windows
Special Edition, plus FREE Instant Reference.
Comprehensive, thoroughly illustrated
coverage. VALUE!
ISBN: 0782114318 N/l/A

Each title comes with a FREE
Quick Reference

$65.00

DI M lOI’IM,

• Excel 5 for Windows/Bundle

LOTI'S
NOTES
VITI.H \IIO\s

Using Excel
5 for
Windows

II.Up.

Chester
Includes Mastering Excel 5 for Windows plus
FREE Instant Reference. Learn to create and
use business spreadsheets. VALUE!
ISBN: 0782114296 N/l/A

$65.00

I^ccnaswcwtoc*

• Developing Lotus Notes
Applications Due May

PC World Word 6 for Windows
Handbook (Bk/Disk)

Kraut
Shows how to develop Custom Notes
applications that work on any platform.
Over 60,000 users.

Excel

for

Person
ISBN: 1565296133
N/l/A $59.95

Windows

INSIDER

ISBN: 0471008613 I/A

$56.95

ISBN: 1568840543 N/l

Wordprocessing

Excel 5 for Windows Insider
Due June

$69.95

USIN'%?/

• WordPerfect 6 for Windows:
Secrets & Solutions

Fulton
Now better than ever, the best reference for
first-time users - no pain, no strain, just easy
steps. Covers version 6.

Neibauer
A gold mine of little known secrets and
solutions revealing time saving features only
the experts know. Plain english examples of
using WordPerfect to solve a variety of
business problems.

$18.95

Windows (Bk/Disk)

Teach Yourself...WordPerfect
6.0 for Windows

Wyatt
Covers all the essential spreadsheet operations
in detail, from bestselling author. Learn to
create 3-D colour graphs and use expert
techniques to ans wer "what if".

Weingarten
This hands-on tutorial has a dear,
conversational, non-intimidating and jargonfree style. It is a fun introduction to the new
version of WordPerfect.

ISBN: 0963585193 N/l/A

$55.00

ISBN: 1558283366 N/l

Person
ISBN: 1565296117
N/l/A $59.95

$65.00

Complete Idiot’s Guide to
Word for Windows

ISBN: 1567613543 N

• Success with Excel for

Using Word
for Windows 6

Simpson
Pack includes Mastering WordPerfect 6 for
Windows. Simpson's treatise on
WordPerfect's most feature-rich application to
date. Includes FREE Instant Reference.
VALUE!
ISBN: 0782114326 N/l/A

■' ! ;r“-

Windows
3.1
Rose & Person
ISBN: 1S6S29338X
N/l/A $61.95

Windows/Bundle

$45.95
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• WordPerfect 6 for

Rivera
From basic user to power user! * Secrets
* Undocumented features * Shortcuts
* Innovative ideas * Scenarios illustrating how
to solve real-life problems.
ISBN: 0471304328 N/l

LSI

Heslop et al
A 3-in-l: tutorial plus reference plus software,
value for users at all levels. All the features
of the latest version of WinWord, from
formatting to desktop publishing and
graphics. Plus Microsoft Draw, Microsoft
Draft, Equation Editor, and Multimedia.

ISBN: 0782113893 HA

1000’s of
computer titles
always in stock

$50.00

Some titles available "special order" only. Prices correct at time of printing but
are subject to change without notice.
N = Novice I = Intermediate A = Advanced

$39.95

McGill’s Technical Books 187 Elizabeth St Melbourne Vic 3000 ACN: 004 746 687 Telephone: (03) 602 5566 Fax: (03) 670 2849

Prompt, Efficient Mail Order Service Order by Phone, Fax or Mail
-

Please send me the following book(s):
Title:...........................................
Title:...........................................
Title:...........................................

Australia’s Greatest
achnical and Specialist Bookstore I

Title: ...........................................
Postage & Handling add: VIC $6 / NSW, TAS, SA $7 / NT, WA, QLD $9. Total: $..........................................................................
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT
RESOURCE KIT

Windows NT

Microsoft Corporation

WINDOWS

NT m

Complete technical information and tools for support
professionals, developers and power users. It
contains all the information necessary to become an
expert on Microsoft's next-generation operating
system. The three volume boxed set includes seven
3.5" disks and one CD-ROM containing all the diskbased utilities plus tools and utilities for MIPS-based
computers.
„$145

ADVANCED
WINDOWS NT
mu i FiiEHini ir paul mum

INSIDE WINDOWS NT

Jeffrey M Richter

WINDOWS NT
ANSWER BOOK

Helen Custer

An authoritative analysis of the
design philosophy and architecture
of the next generation operating
system - by a member of the
Windows NT development group.
The author highlights key topics:
system object managementprocesses and threads; protected
subsystems; virtual memory; the
kernel; the I/O system; and
networking.
400 pages
*545
ISBN T-556T 5-481-X

Boxed set: ISBN 1-55615-602-2

The developer's guide to the Win32
Application Programming Interface,
ideal for those making the transition
from Windows programming. Each
chapter attacks a specific topic of
Windows NT programming,
explaining how to exploit the
feature or mechanism in their
program.
660 pages
*$60
ISBN 1.55615-567-0

lames Groves

Designed to answer and address the
most commonly asked questions
about Windows NT, this is a helpful
guide to planning, implementing and
eventually installing a Windows NT
system in an office or business
enviroment.
208 pages
*$30
ISBN 1-55615-562-X

oVfindcwsNT Messages References

xtmm iwnnsm

silESO* i ! Resource Kir

Super-secrets, trouble-shooting, utilities and accessories for power-users of
Windows NT
950 pages Four 3.5" disks
*$60
ISBN 1-55615-598-0

Volume 2: Windows NT Messages

Microsoft Corporation
This is the core documentation for the Win32
Software Development Kit. It's the resource
material for programmers designing and
developing Windows-based applications.
Volumes 1 and 2 contain overview
material, explaining how to use functions
to accomplish tasks. Volumes 3 and 4 are
the alphabetical Applications Programming
Interface (API) references. Volume 5
contains important information about
messages, structures and data types.
VOLUME 1: WINDOW MANAGEMENT
AND GRAPHICS DEVICE INTERFACE
896 poges
ISBN 1-55615-515-8

Alphabetical reference and electronic database containing all Windows NT
messages - in plain English.
600 pages Two 3.5" disks
*$60
ISBN 1-55615-600-6
The complete guide to maximising the capacity and
speed of Windows NT on the desktop ar network.
350 poges One 3.5" disk.
ISBN 1-55615-619-7
*$60
Each volume is also available separately.
■

Pvogvamtner
Reference

OLE 2 PROGRAMMER’S
REFERENCES

Programmer

Volume 1: Working with Windows Objects

Reference

Introduction to OLE, and the OLE Application Programming Interface (API),
ISBN 1-55615-628-6

vVincW"

Volume 2: Creating Programmable Applications
w ith OLE Automation
Manipulating an application's objects from outside the application, and
reference of Automation interfaces and tools.
ISBN 1-55615 629-4

VOLUME 3: FUNCTIONS A-G
*

VOLUME 4: FUNCTIONS H-Z
ISBN 1 55615-518-2

*$65

(W

The official programmer's reference and guide
to utilising Object Linking and Embedding (OLE),
including the API. Essential for those developing
OLE applications for the Microsoft Windows
operating system.

*$55

**es

-4TI
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Microsoft Corporation
Pxvcos***®*1
plppfieaMPn

*$55

1040 pages
ISBN 1-55615-516-6

Volume 3: Optimizing Windows NT

ptogtaraweT

VOLUME 2: SYSTEMS SERVICES,
MULTIMEDIA EXTENSIONS, AND
APPLICATIONS NOTES

ISBN 1-55615-517-4

'OURCEKlT

Volume 1: Windows NT Resource Guide

MICROSOFT WIN 32
PROGRAMMER’S REFERENCES

768 P°9es

Dows at

VOLUME 5: MESSAGES, STRUCTURES
AND MACROS
690 poges
ISBN 1-55615-519-0

T&F

MICROSOFT MS-DOS 6
PROGRAMMER’S
REFERENCE, 2nd Edition

*$55

Microsoft Corporation

This is the official Microsoft reference far
MS-DOS version 6. One of the essential
references for all MS-DOS programmers,
this guide covers all the most current
MS-DOS system calls.
500 poges
ISBN 1-55615 546 8

I

THE MICROSOFT WINDOWS
MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMMER’S
REFERENCE LIBRARY
The official documentation for the Windows Multimedia
Development Kit (MDK)
AUTHORING AND
PROGRAMMER’S
PROGRAMMER’S
TOOLS GUIDE
'Ej
REFERENCE
WORKBOOK
400 Pa9es
ISBN 1-55615-389-9

4^

225 P°S«
ISBN 1-55615-390-2 ^pF

140 pages
ISBN 1-55615-391-0

'Recommended Retail Price

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND
LAUNCHES UNIQUE MULTIMEDIA
PACKAGES FOR EXTERNAL
STUDENTS

The University ofNew England’s Distance Edu
cation and Open Learning Centre (DE&OLC)
has launched two innovative interactive compu
ter programs designed to allow distance educa
tion students to improve their skills in phonetics
and cell biology through text, sophisticated
graphic representations and animation.
Funded by a development grant from the
Resource Based Teaching Unit within the
DE&OLC, the programs are unique in their
delivery of complex ideas. There has also been
a unique association between academics and
multimedia personnel to design and produce
these programs.
The phonetics program introduces students
to a variety of speech sounds, both of English
and other languages, and helps them learn the
symbols or the phonetic alphabet. This program
was developed initially with the intention of
assisting off-campus students who in the past
have experienced difficulties in learning these
techniques in isolation or within the limited time
frames of residential schools, however, it will
also have a significant impact on the teaching of
phonetics to on-campus students.
Dr Nick Reid from UNE’s Department of
Linguistics, and Multimedia analyst/program
mer Ms Susan Martin, worked together to pro
duce the program. Dr Reid said the phonetics
program is a perfect example of multimedia. “It
is an easy to use educational package readily
accessible to anybody with an average personal
computer”, he said.
“The program, which fits onto two floppy
disks and will be available through Open Learn
ing Centres, schools and libraries, contains up to
100 individual Sound files and 5,000 icons”.
“External students cannot hear speech sounds
out of a text book. The program enables the
external student to hear the sound associated with
the phonetic symbol. Graphic representations
show the position of the tongue and other parts of
the mouth when producing different sounds”.
“The program allows the students to test
themselves with exercises on a variety of topics
and on three different levels or difficulty. They
are then scored at the end of each exercise”.
“We have introduced some of our internal
students to the program. They have expressed
their delight at the ease of use and increase in
understanding it presents. We are currently seek
ing funding to develop the program onto CD
ROM which will enable us to present more
sophisticated animation than the floppy disk
allows”.
The second program, which deals with the
reproduction of cells and organisms, also ex
ploited the combination of academic and profes
sional multimedia skills. Senior Lecturer in the
Department of Zoology, Dr Paul Whitington,
designed and produced a highly interactive tuto
rial to assist both internal and external students
taking introductory courses in biology to grasp
difficult concepts in genetics and cell biology.

Multimedia graphics designer, Ms Sujinda
Panyakul, then improved the visual layout of the
program, presenting an attractive simple inter
face to guide inexperienced computer users
through the tutorial.
The program requires students to respond to
a series of questions, traps their responses and
provides appropriate feedback in the form of
stylised drawings, high resolution photographs
and animations. Dr Whitington said students can
use the program in the university computer labo
ratories and a modified, monochrome version
has been developed for distribution on floppy
disks.
“We plan to combine the present and future
related programs on a single CD-ROM for dis
tribution to external students who have access to
this technology”, he said.
“A feature we will incorporate into the CDROM is the use of digitised video to show the
movements of real biological objects, such as
dividing cells, supplementing the animations in
the current program. The CD-ROM format will
allow users to access different but related topics
and tutorials very quickly and simply — a much
more flexible and powerful method for relating
information than flicking through pages in a
textbook”.
CALL FOR PAPERS

The International Conference on Open Distrib
uted Processing, (ICODP) is inviting submis
sions for its 1995 Conference. ICODP’95 will be
held in Brisbane from the 20 February to 24
February. The Conference organisers chose the
theme, “Achieving Open Distributed Systems —
Experiences with Distributed Environments” in
order to highlight the significance of academic,
governmental and commercial partnerships in
one of the world’s most dynamic industries.
Organisers are seeking contributions in the
form of papers and positions statements.
Papers sought are those which focus on the
relevance of ODP technology to achieve some
specific application. These papers would high
light the developer’s motivations for using ODP
technology and detail experiences with the use
of a distributed environment (e.g. ANSAware,
CORBA, DCE, ONC+, Windows NT). The or
ganisers would like to encourage Positions State
ments which will provide for debate and discus
sion; suggestions include, future directions of
ODP research and concerns about current devel
opments in this area.
The submission date for Papers is 14 October
1994, and for Position Statements is 25 Novem
ber 1994.
Phone: +617 3654310; Fax: +617 3654311;
Email:icodp95 @dstc.edu.au
FERNTREE AND CITRI BRING A WORLD
FIRST TO THE WORLD

Femtree Computer Corporation Limited and
CITRI (Collaborative Information Technology
Research Institute of RMIT and University of
Melbourne) signed a Collaborative Research
and License Agreement to develop and support
state of the art open systems software.
The agreement is the result of the develop
ment of powerful new information management

product by CITRI for Femtree. Under the Agree
ment, Femtree is licensed to sell and support the
Structured Information Manager database sys
tem in Australia and overseas.
The Structured Information Manager has been
selected by CSIRO and Curriculum Corporation
as their platform for national delivery of a new
generation of information services. Femtree’s
AUSINET public information service will mi
grate to the Structured Information Manager.
The Structured Information Manager is an
advanced retrieval system based on SGML, the
Standard Generalised Markup Language. It has
been created by software engineers at CITRI
under the direction of Professor Ron SacksDavis. It provides extremely rapid access to
multi-gigabyte collections of text and image
documents.
The Structured Information Manager is
unique. It incorporates leading edge research
from the specialised field of large scale docu
ment data bases.
The Structured Information Manager ad
dresses the key issue of how organisations man
age both contents and structure of documents. It
implements international, public domain stand
ards to protect investments in information stores.
Written for UNIX platforms, the Structured
Information Manager works through the most
popular user interfaces including command line
and graphical interfaces based on X-Windows
and Microsoft Windows. Both client/server and
distributed computing models are supported.
The system has been designed to support access
over the Internet.
Z39.50, the ANSI standard for vendor inde
pendent client-server interconnection between
co-operating information retrieval servers, opens
the Structured Information Manager to the world.
The Structured Information Manager can inter
act with any database, anywhere, which sup
ports this standard.
NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Standards Australia has recently published the
following standards which will be of interest to
the information technology industry.
AS 3925 Software quality assurance, Part
1: Plans, provides guidance on the develop

ment, preparation, content and presentation of
software quality assurance plans (SQAPs). This
Standard is identical with and has been repro
duced from ANSI/IEEE 730.1 — 1989.
AS/NZS 4189 Information technology —
Universal multiple-octet coded Character Set
(UCS), Part 1: Architecture and basic multi
lingual plane. This standard is applicable to the

representation, transmission, interchange,
processing, storage, input and presentation of
the written form of the languages (scripts) of the
world, as well as additional symbols. This part
specifies the overall architecture and the basic
multilingual plane of the UCS. This Standard is
technically identical with, and has been repro
duced from, ISO/IEC 10646-1:1993.
These standards are available from any office
of Standards Australia, or by contacting the
National Sales Centre, phone (02) 746 4600, fax
(02) 746 3333.

